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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY MAY 29, 1908.

VOL. 45.

DELEGATE RECEIVES
CONGRATULATIONS

LANDS

DENVER

I

OBSERVATION CAR

OF

LEAVES RAILS HEAVY

CONGRESS ADJOURNS TODAY

Train is
vuuifja i racK wnue
Rounding Curve Many Seriously
Injured.

Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin Leads
Filibuster on Compromise

passengers wore seriously injured.
three probably fatally. Bhortly before
noon today when the observation parlor car on the Royal Bluo Flyer on
the Baltimore and Ohio Railway bound

W. H. Andrews

BIB

in Receipt of Telegrams and Letters Thanking Him
for His Splendid Work.

GMHE1G

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 29. Delegate
has been in receipt of numerous letters and telegrams from leading
citizens of New Mexico within the
last few days congratulating him upon his great success in obtaining the
enactment of various measures for the
benefit of the territory, especially the
appropriation of ;.;0,000 Tor the International Exhibition and Sixteenth
National Irrigation Congress at Albul
querque, for a federal building at
and for the addition to the appropriation for the federal building at Albuquerque.
He has received a telegraphic invitation
from the city of Roswell
through its mayor to be the guest of
the city and to attend the reception
that will be given and the celebration on July 4th of the nation's natal
day. Delegate Andrews has accepted
and will be there.
The delegate has also received
many letters and telegrams from
points all over the territory and from
chairmen of Republican precinct committees acknowledging receipt of his
letter announcing that ho will be a
candidate for the Republican nomination for delegate to the Sixty-firs- t
Congress and pledging him support.

Secures Next Pres-

s

byterian General
Assembly
SEATTLE

ITSTNLY

RIVAL

Connellavillo, Pa., May

Currency Bill
PRESIDENT

REFUSES TO

SENATE

OF

HIM

RECOGNIZE

Ros-wel-

Central Location and Substantial Bonus Offered Were
Prominent Factors.
Kansas City, May 29. Denver was
today selected as the city in which
next year's general assembly of the
Presbyterian church of the United
States is to be held. But one ballot
was taken for the two contesting
cities, Denver and Seattle. The vote
was so nearly unanimous that Seattle
withdrew and the Colorado city was
finally selected with one volco.
Denver Offered Bonus.
The invitation ot Denver was accompanied by a promise of a bonus of
$15,000 offered by that city to entertain the delegates and their guests.
It was claimed for Denver aside from
the big bonus, that the railroad fares
to that city would be much less than
to Seattle. It was also argued that
a general assembly had never yet
convened in the Rockies and as next
of the
year is the
establishment of the church in Colorado it was particularly desirable that
it be held there.
V
Seattle Had No Show.
When the voting began it was early
apparent that a great majority of the
delegates favored Denver. No count
of the ballot taken was kept, but
when it was concluded Dr, Mark A.
Matthews of Seattle, moved that Denver be unanimously selected and this
was dono amid scenes of much en-

SETTLEMENT MADE
WITH KICKAPOOS
Uncle Sam Pays Members of This
dian Tribe $215,000 Return to
Their Homes.

semf-centcnni-

Douglas, Ariz., May

,

$215,000,

or about

$1,300 each,

the government.

nego-

.,'

H. ty.

Tho Mexico Indians will use the
money which they have received toward the purchase of a reservation.
What is left them after this is done
James Rudolph Garfield, secretary will be invested in United
States govof the interior, and F. H. Newell, chief
ernment bonds.
of
Reclamation
the
Service,
engineer
will visit New Mexico this summer.
The visit of these officials will be of WEST VIRGINIA SOLID
FOR WILLIAM J. BRYAN
an official nature, the result of Governor George Curry's visit to WashWheeling, W. Va., May 29. At the
ington recently. Matters pertaining
to irrigation projects will be looked largest Democratic state convention
in West Virginia for many years, hold
into by these Washington officials.
The Urton Lake and Las Vegas Irri- here
four delegates-at-larg- e
yesterday,
were selected for the national
gation projects will receive their attention as will also other projects lo- convention at Denver and three cancated in Grant and Chaves counties didates were nominated for state suand in the upper Rio Grande valley. preme court of appeals. The delegates
The visit of these officials will bring were Instructed for W. J. Bryan.
to a successful termination the efforts
upon the part of the government and
private individuals to reclaim thousands of acres of land in New Mexico. BURTON
Through the efforts of Governor CurNewell of Reclamation 8ervlce
Coming This Summer.

Garfield and Mr. Newell undoubtedly
will visit Santa Fe, Las Vegas and
Albuquerque. The date of their visit
has not been definitely decided upon.
All applications for water rights
conflicting with the Urton Lake and
Las Vegas projects will be held up
pending the report of Secretary Garfield after he makes an inspection
of these two propositions.
AMERICAN CAR HAS
VERY NARROW ESCAPE

Paris, May 29. A special dispatch
to the Matin from Nikoiska dated May
28, says:
The American car In the New York
to Paris automobile race continued
n
along the tracks of the
railway, having had a narrow escape
from being run down by an express
train and by falling over a precipice
200 feet in descent owing to the subsidence of badly laid ballast. Spies of a
brigand that have been captured recently state that the automobllists
are in danger of being attacked and it
is believed by the brigands that they
are very rich.
The German car signalled that it
was 60 miles In the lead at noon
Trans-Siberia-

,

j

COMPELLED TO 8H00T
VALUABLE RACE HORSE.
Beverly, Mass,, May 29. Forest
King, the $15,000 chestnut gelding
owned by Judge William H. Moore,
of New York, which took prizes at
many horse shows all over the country, was shot today. The horse fell
and dislocated a shoulder.
.
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Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 29. After
the passage of the compromise
currency bill agreed upon by
the conference committee of
the House and of the Senate,
and the public buildings appro- priation bill today the first
session of the Sixtieth Con- gross will adjourn this evening.

Washington,

May 29.

It was made

evident soon after the Senate convened today that Senator LaFollette, of

Wisconsin, would do all in his power
to obstruct the passage of the compromise currency bill and there was
good ground for the report that he
had succeeded in obtaining the as
surance of help from Senator Stone,
of Missouri.
LaFoliette Demands Quorum.
Before 2 o'clock this afternoon Sen
ator LaFollette had made two de

Ohioan to Present
His Name to

I

mands for a quorum and when, upon
the third demand, the president of
the Somite refused to recognize him
because Senator Culbertson had the
door and declined to yield, he raised
a point of order to the effect that the
presiding officer should have a roll
call when there was a demand made
for a quorum even In the face of a
drllnatlon by a senator occupying the
floor to yield for that purpose.
Appeals From Chair's Decision.
Vice President
held
Fairbanks
against the Wisconsin senator and the
latter announced his intention of taking an appeal from the chair's decision.
He then entered upon an argument In support of his contention and
it was evident that a filibuster, small
though it be In number, was on.
Cannon Anxious to Get Home.
to
Speaker Cannon bade good-bythe President this morning and said if
Congress adjourned today he would
leave Washington tomorrow morning
for home.
e

DEAD MILLIONAIRE'S
TELLS OF PROGRESS
WILL HELD INVALID
IN MESILLA VALLEY
Fleming-Jone-

Says it is

s

Des-

tined to Become Most Prosperous
Section of New Mexico.
W.

A.

Flommlng-Jones-

,

United

States commissioner, and a leading
citizen of southern' New 'Mexico,
whose home Is at Las Cruces, is in
the city for a few days on private
business and is a guest at the Palace hotel. In an interview with a New
Mexican representative he stated that
the activity in the Mesilla Valley Instead of abating on account of the depression that has been felt elsewhere
throughout the country is more than
ever noticeable. Every day sees the
arrival of numbers of new families
and most of them
purchase small
tracts of land with a view to extensive cultivation, though a number of
the larger ranches have changed
hands within the past few months.
These, however, have mostly gone into the hands of companies composed
of eastern capitalists who are sub-d- i

viding them into small farms It being
generally recognized that the farm
unit In this valley Is to be very small
owing to the extraordinary fertility of
the soil.
The cantaloupe crop is in good condition and owing to the lateness of
the season In Colorado there should
be a very active demand for all of the
earlier cantaloupes from this valley at
very remunerative prices.
Work on the Elephant Butte dam is
progressing steadily and about one
hundred men are
employed
NOMINATE TAFT though this numberregularly
Is to be materially augmented as soon as it is possible
for the engineers Jn charge to arrange
the work.
The town of Las Cruces has undergone a complete transformation and
substantial brick buildings have taken
the place of the old, but nevertheless
picturesque, adobes. Cement sidewalks
have been laid in portions of the
town and many more are In process
A number of new
of construction.
have been
CLOSE FRIEND OF SECRETARY additions and
laid out and the demand for the lots
Is almost Incredible.
Practically all
of town as far as
north
land
of
the
Will Prepare His Address
the old Alameda Sanitarium is now
While on Vacation at
a part of the city and all of the region
between Las Cruces and the AgricuHot Springs.
ltural College Is now city lots, to say
nothing of the additions that have
nlatted on the mesa. A lodge of
heen
29.
no
While
Washington,
May
52 charter members was
'Elks
with
formal announcement has been made
last week.
it may be definitely stated that RepMr. Jones, who is at all times in
resentative Theodore Burton, of Ohio,
with eastern capitalists, and
touch
will present the name of Secretary of
War William H. Taft to the Chicago who has located upwards of $200,000
convention as the candidate of the Re- 'upon Mesilla valley lands within the
last two years, last week purchased
publican party for president.
Congressman Burton since the in- the first issue of Street Improvement
stitution of Secretary Taft's prelimin ' Bonds of the town of Las Cruces,
ary campaign, has been one of his amounting to $10,000, and 6tates that
closest friends and advocates and is he understands that the first work to
Board of Trusregarded as one of the best represent- be undertaken by the
.to
tees
is
the
be
paving of Main
atives of all Taft stands for In the
street.
United State.
Burton will leave Washington in
two or three days for Hot Springs, CONGREGATION DUMPED
INTO CHURCH BASEMENT
Virginia, to take a rest. While there
he will in all probability prepare his
Chicago, Mlay 29. The cemented
address nominating Mr. Taft. He will floor of the vestibule of the Lutheran
return to Washington before lie leaves church of Our Lady of Vllns, gave
.for Chicago to attend the national way last night while a large congregaconvention. It is likely that he will tion was leaving. Thirty persons were
go direct to Chicago front here on thrown Into the basement and a panic
resulted. None was seriously injured.
June 12 or 13.

WILL

ry this matter is being hastened by
the promise of an official visit and
report this summer.
While in New Mexico Secretary

Only Measures Considered on Closing Day Those on
Currency and the Public Buildings Appropriation
All Anxious to Get Home.

from W. A.

Seventy-thre- e
of the Indians were
from Mexico, eighty-fou- r
from Oklahoma. All but four of the latter, who
have taken up their abode with the
Mexico Indians, left immediately for
their reservations. Xhe money which
they have received they will use toward paying off a mortgage against
their reservation, the romainder they
will invest in some first class securi-

OFFICIALS WILL
VISIT TERRITORY
Secretary Garfield and Chief F.

The

tiations of the United States government with the Kickapoo Indians were
concluded at the Slaughter ranch,
eighteen miles from here, where the
were encamped.
Indians
The Indians, 157 In all, received a total of

f
thusiasm,
A rule was, passed 'providing that
the annual assembly hereafter shall
always convene on the third Thursday

in May.

29.

In-

NO. 91

in Verdict in Notorious
Illinois Case After Long

Jury Brings

29.

DAMAGE CROPS

Twenty

Must Replant Corn
in Northwest
Missouri

for Chicago to New York, left tho
rails two miles from Garrett, Pennsyl
vania, a short distance east of here
and plunged down a high embank
ment. That none was killed is miraculous. Up to 2 o'clock, however, it was
emphatically stated by the railroad officials thAt there were no fatalities.
The injured wore at once place on
board a special train and hurried to
Cumberland, Maryland, where hospit
al accommodations had been prepared.
The train, which Is one of the most
important on this system, left Pitt-burat 8 o'clock today. When it had
reached a point two miles east of Garret and while rounding a sharp curve
at a terrific speed, tho observation car
was suddenly whipped from the rails.
Tho train was running on schedule
time and like the crack of a whip the
coupling snapped and the observation
car was thrown down the embankment.
The passengers were scattered pell
mell. A number who were seated on
the platform under an awning were
pitched high Into the air and landed
some distance from the track, but
among cinders and stones, causing
Others were
painful injuries to all.
thrown into a heap on the floor of the
car and showered with broken glass.
The exact cause of the accident has
not yet been determined, but It was
probably due to a broken flange on
one of the trucks.

WHEAT

UP PIPE LINE
Mysterious Work of Vandals in Lincoln County Puzzles Railroad
Officials.
Bonito, N. M., May 29. The Pnlto-Carrizozpipe line through which the
waters of the south fork of the Rio
Bonito are conveyed by gravity from
Bonito to Carrizozo to supply that city
as well as the El Paso and Southwestern railroad, has been dynamited twice
during the past two weeks and the
flow consequently stopped.
By whom the dynamiting has been
done is as yet unknown though the
secret service department of the El
Paso and Southwestern has been active ever since the first outrage was
reported.
Why the pipe has been wrecked is
a matter of conjecture, but it Is supposed 'o have been blown up by some
one dissatisfied with the compensation paid for right of way across his
claim or farm. William Oaroin, former assistant city engineer of El Paso
is the engineer in charge of the pipe
line and with his men is kept busy
watching for leaks or breaks whether
caused by pressure of water from
within or powder from without.
Luckily, the artificial lake established near Nogal Is so full of water
that the breaks in the pipe caused by
the dynamiters cause no discomfort
further than the labor and expense
entai'ed to repair.

Dallas Rapidly Recovering.
Dallas, Tex., May 29. The Trinity
river has so far receded as to allow
tho resumption of work at the pump
ing station and water is again in the
city's mains. The electric light plant
has also resumed operations. The work
of repairing the railroad bridges Is Tx- ing pushed and in a few days traffic on
all lines will be resumed.
Lightning Plays Havoo With Oil Tanks
Tulsa, Okla., May 29. Another rise
in the Arkansas River came today
as the result of a downpour of rain,
which began last night During the
storm lightning struck twenty-sereoil tanks In the Qleen Pool destroying
them. Each contained 1,600 barrels
of oil. The loss will reach $25,000.
Terrific Windstorm in Kansas.
Topeka, Kans., May 29. A terrific
windstorm of almost the proportions
of a tornado which passed over the
southern pait of Jewell county last
night killed one man and Injured
twenty-twpersons, seven of them
probably fatally.
Electric Storm in Chicago.
Chicago, May 29. A gale of wind
which reached a greater velocity than
has been recorded In Chicago for seven years, last night preceded an
electrical storm which did considerable damage In various parts of the
city. Several persons were Injured
by debris blown from buildings by the
gale, and a church and half a score
were struck by
of other buildings
lightning.
Floods in Arkansas.
The
Little Rock, Ark., May 29.
Arkansas river la now over two feet
above the flood stage and thousands
of acres of land down tho river Is under water. The Mississippi river has
backed the waters of the Arkansas
river up sixty miles from the mouth,
and It is statod that the breaking of
the levees will be the only way to
save a portion of the crops planted
in the bottom lands.
High Water Wrecks Power Dam.
WInnepeg, Manitoba, May 29. High
water struck the power dam at Current river, one mile from Port
Ontario, shortly after midnight,
carrying out valuable works and entailing a loss estimated at this time
at $300,000. The freshet was due to
heavy rains. The power house, the
Canadian Pacific railway bridge and
the pavilion at the park were swept
away. The Canadian Pacific track
was carried into a lake and a number
of families living near the dam are
missing. Men have left Port Arthur
in tugs to rescue those in peril. Traffic on the Canadian Pacific
railway
will be held up for a few days.

ALLEGED BANDITS
OUT ON BOND
Henry Farr, Together With Elmer
Stone, Held for French Robbery-Prelimi- nary
Hearing Ends.

o

BEARS PUT

Ar-thu-

BULL5I0

o

FEDERAL GRAND JURY
INDICTS COTTON OPERATOR.
New York, May 29. Four indictments were returned by the federal
grand Jury today. Theodore H. Price
was
a prominent cotton operator,
charged in one with improper transactions in connection with the leak
in the government statistics several
years ago.

filEO

St. Joseph, Mo., May 29. The cron
damage throughout northwo t Mis
souri resulting from continued rains
In heavy. Much corn has been wash
ed out or rotted and must be replant
ed, so that the crop will be late.
Strawberries have been ruined and It
Is feared wheat will rust.
Cyclone Does Much Damage.
A tornado struck Hale, a
village
near Chillicothe, late yesterday. One
man was fatally and three others seriously Injured. The Bank of Hale and
a number of business houses were

o

BLOW

HUME

Strawberries a Total Lot
Village Devastated Several Badly Injured.

Special to The New Mexican.
Raton, N. M. May 29. The preliminary hearing of Elmer Stone and
Clinton, 111., May 29. At 1 o'clock
Farr, charged with robbing a
this morning the jury In the Sncll Henry
Wells-Fargexpress safe at French
;
ou'. J
hours Ktatiou three' weeks ago. of $33,5f0,
ease, after"
brought in a verdict setting aside the was concluded here today when Henwill. The jury was unanimous in dery Farr, was hold to the grand jury
claring its Miof that Colonel Snell in the sum of $500.
was of unsound mind.
was bound over yesterStone
The case has been on trial here In day and his bond fixed at $10,000.
the circuit court for ten days, and is Both of the accused men immediatethe second attempt to break the will ly gave bond and are now at
liberty.
of Colonel Tom Snell, millionaire, But little evidence was
by
presented
which cut Snell's only son off with an tho
prosecution and none by the
annuity of $.r.O.
In his closing argument Attorney
Richard Lemon, for the plaintiff, bit- TO BURY DEAD LEADER
terly denounced the letters to Colonel
AT BOYHOOD HOME
Snell signed "Baby" which were read
Vleksburg, Miss., May 29. With an
to the jury, saying:
veterans and
escort of Confederate
"Hades could not emit one course so members of
the state militia and acinfamous as to exceed in horrible sugcompanied by many citizens, the body
gestion the language of these letters. of the late
Stephen D. Lee, commander-in-cIf so, it is beyond the ken of any man hief
ConUnited
of the
to appreciate or human mind to know
federate Veterans, was conveyed to
what it could be."
the Queen and Crescent railroad staAt the first trial tho remarkable
tion
this morning and the start on a
letters to the aged millionaire were
train was made for Columbus,
special
ruled out and the trial resulted in a
The funeral services will
Mississippi.
disagreement. Judge Philbrook per- be held at Columbus tomorrow aftermitted them to be introduced as evinoon at 4 o'clock.
dence In the present trial.

DYNAMITERS

HIS

Score Decisive Victory in Chicago

Grain Pit
DOWN

FORCE

PRICES

WESTERN UNION
INVADES VALLEY

Heaviest Loss in May Corn
Big Decline Also in
Oats and Wheat.

In
Opens Telegraph Office
Town Along the Santa Fe
tral Railway.

Chicago, May 29. The bears in the
grain pit on the Board of Trade today scored a decisive victory In the
early trading and forced down the
prices of May wheat, corn and oats.
'
Greatest Loss in Corn.
The greatest loss was recorded In

Union
The Western
Telegraph
company has opened up offices la all
of the towns along the Santa Fe Central Railway, thus giving to the towns
in the Estancia valley connection by
telegraph with the outside world.
These offices will be maintained
with a one wire system, which is sold
to be the best in New Mexico. The
wire Is of heavy copper and far suOperators
perior to most services.
will be stationed at Kennedy, Stanley,
Morlarty, Mcintosh, Estancia, Willard
and Torrance. While the ompanyhas
had operators at these stations, until

May corn, by the bull campaign
which has been lead by James A. Patten.. The price of that grain broke
from 82
the opening quotation, to
77
within the first hour.
to
May oats dropped from 56
51
and wheat declined from 109
107 in tho Bame space of time.
Market Closed Strong.
Before noon the market reacted and
the close was strong. It Is generally
believed that Patten and his followers
have cleared up at least two million
dollars through their manipulation of
May corn.
1--

1--

3-- 8

1--

Every
Cen-

2

yesterday telegrams over the Western
Union wires could not be sent from
the towns above mentioned.
The opening of stations in the Es
tancia valley by this company te a
great boon to the settlers who hare
flocked into this rich valley by the
thousands during the past two years.
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
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0JNION(')LA3a

telligent efforts of Delegate Andrews
that the bill became law.
"The people of Albuquerque should
The Republican papers of New Mexv-- ,
ico, which are supporting the claims realize for there is now going up in
H. Andrews for the! that town a magnificent government
of Delegate
nomination as the Republican can-- j building to cost over $100,000 and
which was made possible by a clever
t
didate for delegate to the
coupe of Delegate Andrews when on
in
are
bteadily
increasing
Congress
closing
day of the last
numbers and are evidently represent- the
with
session
the aid of the
of
the
Republican
ing the. sentiment
and New York delvoters as well as the opinions of many Pennsylvania
was able to get
he
citizens of Democratic faith who be- egations
the
inserted in a bill
has
a'
done
appropriation
the
delegate
lieve; that
good deal during his term in Con- which passed both houses. Among othgress and.; that these services should er acts he has helped secure are:
be recognized by his preferment for The law providing that New Mexico
the nomin,ation. The arguments ad- should be entitled to about 800,000
vanced, by' them are all well taken, acres of public land in lieu of such as
are based upon facts and are consist- had been formerly donated but were
found to have been legally approprient with the situation.
ated
for other purposes; the establishThe New Mexican keeps a pretty
of a fifth land office district at
ment
conditions
on
lookout
political
sharp
the creation of a Sixth
Tucumcari,
in the territory and is pretty well
three years ago. In
district
judicial
as
far
situation
the
acquainted with
as it concerns the present campaign addition he has secured many hun
for delegate, for members of the dreds of pensions for deserving veter
Thirty-eigh- t
Legislative Assembly and ans of the Mexican and Civil wars,
and
orphans
for county officials in the several their widows and
office they claim
at the pension
counties. ,
atis
best pension
the
This paper is well aware that there he
on
record,
although he
is some opposition to the renomina torney
no
and
receives
simply aids
pay
tlon of Delegate W. H. Andrews and
be
the
and
pensioners
helps
deserving
that in some localities and among
some Republicans fear is expressed cause they are his constituents and
that the nomination of Delegate An- because he wants to do his duty by
drews would not be a wise one, the them to the fullest extent.
"The Enterprise knows whereof it
result of the election in November,
when it says that within the
speaks
1906, being advanced as the cause for
last few
there has been a
THE

ANDREWS

LOGICAL CANDI

DATE.

Sixty-firs-

.

'

such fear.
The New Mexican does not agree
with such a view as conditions have
very materially changed in favor of
the Republican party and in the direction, of the standing before the people
of the present delegate.

Discussing the situation the Silver
City Enterprise, the leading Republican paper in Grant county and a courageous and well posted exponent of
public opinions and of Republican policies there, in a recent issue editorial-

ly holds that:
"While it is a little early in the
game to make any political prognostications. It seems reasonably certain
right now that as far as the Republican party In New Mxico is concerned, their candidate for delegate to the
Sixty-firs- t
Congress, is to all intents
and purposes chosen, and the choice
has been manifested not through the
politicians but directly from the peoThe candidate's
ple themselves.
name is Hon. William H. Andrews,
New Mexico's present efficient delegate in Congress. The public is rarely
mistaken in its judgment and in this
instance their choice Is particularly
AnDelegate
happy and apropos.
drews Is the logical candidate to succeed himself. If any man ever deserved renomination and
at the hands of his constituents that
man is Delegate Andrews. Let his political enemies howl as much as they
record in
dare, about bis
d

Pennsylvania, the fact remains that
he has been New Mexico's delegate in
Congress first, last and all the time,
he has been there with both feet, willThe
ing hands and a clear head.
charges against him in Pennsylvania,
after careful investigation have vanished like the mist while the four
years record in Congress is such that
not even the most bitter of his political calumnators can say ought
against 'it.
"Public sentiment is a strong thing
and while a few months ago, it was
willing to believe almost anything
against the man, by reason of cleverly written newspaper articles charging him through lnuendo and insinuation, with almost every crime on the
calender, today it is ready to acknowledge its mistake in too hasty judgment formed by
political
writers with an axe to grind and to
give the man full if tardy credit for
what he has done. It is the manly
thing to do and It Is right and simple
justice. His services in Congress have
never been equalled by any delegate
New Mexico has ever had and the people' are beginning to realize It. The
people oi Grant county are beginning
to realize It because they see actual
results of his work here. The boys at
For,f Bayard realize it because of the
active- Interest he takes in helping
along their pension claims and in everything pertaining to their welfare.
The people of Silver City realize it because they were told through the
newspapers the other day, that
had validated acts of the terproviding for bond
ritorial assembl
charitable and edvarious
for
issues
ucational institutions and which carries with. It an appropriation of
lor our Normal School and another of $10,000 for a new Armory and
they were told through these same
dispatches that It was largely due to
the Influence and well directed and in
-

Con-!gres-

$10,-00-

,

s

0

weeks,

change of sentiment with regard to
Delegate Andrews and that people are
beginning to understand why the 11
bels were piled upon him by the Alba
querque morning yellow muckraker,
the very paper that was responsible
for his first nomination
and which
then turned upon him because he
would not do its bidding. They are
beginning to see that politics was at
the bottom of It all and that Delegate
mon
Andrews is not the
ster he was printed but a substantial
human being of rich blood, kindly
manner and a desire to help those who
need help. No one who has ever ap
plied to him for aid or assistance has
ever been turned away without a kind'
ly hearing and a friendly word and
that explains the secret of Delegate
hydro-heade- d

Andrews' growing popularity in New
Mexico. Summed up, he is the,most
influential man we can send to Congress, he has obtained more for us
than any man we ever had there, he is
humane and sympathetic and willing
to assist high and low, rich and poor,
alike without regard to political affiliation and he is the best all around
man we have in the territory for that
position. The people are beginning to
realize all these things and they will
make their realization known on election day. Common gratitude, if nothing else, demands his renomination
and the people of New
and
Mexico are not wanting in that re

spect."
NOT A DAY WITHOUT SUNSHINE.

There was much grumbling among
healthseekers that the month of April
at Santa Fe, this year, was not as perfect climatically as some other months
have been and as they believed it
should be. Yet, the official report of
the U. S. Weather Bureau in this
city, for the month of April, shows
that there was not a single day without sunshine In April at Santa Fe.
Where else, east of the Missouri, is
there ever an April during which the
sun shines on every, day?
Roswell is the only town in New
Mexico, outside of Santa Fe, that has
a weather bureau, and therefore offi
cial meteorological statistics, but even
compared with Roswell, which every
one admits, has an especially fine climate, Santa Fe stands superior in Hs
The report
climatological resord.
shows that Santa Fe had 298 hours
of sunshine in April, Roswell had only
213 hours, or thirty per cent less.
Santa Fe had 76 per cent of the possible sunshine and Roswell had only
55 per cent.
Santa Fe had 26 days
with 50 per cent or more of sunshine
while Roswell had only 16, and even
El Paso had only 25. Santa Fe had
11 days with 90 or more per cent of
sunshine, Roswell had 8 such days;
Santa Fe had 7 days with 100 per cent
and Roswell 6 days with that much
Roswell had two days
sunshine.
without sunshine, in Santa Fe the sun
shone every day. Remarkable isn't
it for a month that the grumblers declared was the worst they had ever
experienced at Santa Fe or anywhere
else?
They simply forgot the nasty
record of the weather in the place
they came from.
Consider another factor of climate,
the wind. At Santa Fe the maximum
velocity attained during April was 38
miles, a mere breeze, and that only
for a few minutes on April 28. At

Roswell the wind attained a maximum
velocity of 40 miles an hour; at El
Paso 54 miles an hour. How is that
for climate in the windy season?
Roswell had its heavy frost on April
30, Santa Fe on April 29, and yet,
Santa Fe Is twice as high as Roswell
and a hundred miles or more farther
north. That much for the effect of
the shelter of the towering mountains
that leaguer on every side of the Capital City. Roswell had nine days
classified as cloudy, Albuquerque had
six such days and Santa Fe had only
three. On the other hand, this city
hfd 14, days classified as clear, Albuquerque 11 and Roswell 10. The re
mainder of the days of the month
were partly cloudy, but as said be
fore, not a day without sunshine at
Santa Fe during April!
The Southwest, excepting Santa Fe,
is subject to violent fluctuations
in
temperature, in Arizona, sometimes
running up to a range of 80 degrees
in one day. Santa Fe is noted for
the equability of its temperature, year
in and year out. During April, the
greatest daily fluctuation was 37 degrees. At Albuquerque it was 39 degrees, at Roswell it was 48 degrees
and at Las Vegas it was 51 degrees.
Een at Forts Bayard and Stanton,
the extreme daily range was 44 and
40 degrees, respectively.
It is violent
changes that play havoc with health-seeker- s
and affect adversely the comfort of every one.
There Is another notable feature of
It
April's official weather report.
shows that the portion of New Mexi
co which is usually the dryest was the
wettest during April. The area over
which two to three inches of rain fell
in April Is an irregular spot in the
center of the territory, covering all
of Torrance county and those portions
of othor counties adjoining Torrance
county, namely southern Santa Fe,
eastern Bernalillo, northern and eastern Lincoln, northeastern Socorro,
western Guadalupe and southeastern
Sandoval counties. There is another
wet spot like it covering southern
Union county and another taking in
both sides of the Sangre de Cristo
range from the Colorado boundary as
far south as Santa Fe and Las Vegas. On the Pecos Forest Reserve,
the rainfall was more than three Inch
es during the month. Surrounding
these regions of most rainfall on most
sides is a large area whore from one
to two inches of precipitation fell
while outside of this, entirely along
the southern, western, southeastern
and northwestern edges of the Territory the rainfall was less than one
inch. It almost seems that the In
crease of cultivation and the protoc
tlon of the forest reserves is alroady
affecting climatic conditions and that
the rainfall is Increasing in the re'
gions immediately adjoining them.
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ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW-
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MAX FROST
OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

New Mexico

'

The oldest banking Institution
RUFUS J, PALEN, President.

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices In all the District Courts
and glvesN special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court.
Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

LEVI

New Mexico, Established In 1870
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

In

HUGHES, Vice President.

A.

3

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Assistant cashier

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN

Surplus and

Capital Stock, $150,000.

undivided Profits, $63,500.

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico

Las Cruces

Transacts

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico

Doming

a

Loans
general banking business in all Its branches.
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

A. W. POLLARD

Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and
EDWARD C. WADE

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
General and U.

Surveyor

S.

Land

Offices.

advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and alms to
extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is consistent

New Mexico

Las Cruces,

exchange and

foreign

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
A. B. RENEHAN
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office In Catron block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

THE PALME NOTE
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptopi.

CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-La-

n

GEORGE B. BARBER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In the District Court and
Courts of the Territory.
Supreme
Prompt attention given to all bus!
ness.
Lincoln County,
New Mexico

'

.

i)i

in

V

nil hi

'

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
a

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

FRANK W. CLANCY

-

Washinoton Avenue

the ressi-:j;;-

C

-

1

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney For Second Judic
ial District. Practices In the District
Court and the Supreme Court of the
Territory; also before the United
States Supreme Court in Washington.
New Mexico

Albuquerque,

HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

PROGRESSIVE LAS CRUCES.
The town of Las Cruces, recently
incorporated, has just sold town bonds
to the amount of $10,000, the proceeds
to be used for street improvement, cement sidewalks and the like.
The
bonds were sold a little above par,
They bear six per cent interest. This
is certainly a gratifying showing and
proves that Las Cruces has entered
the ranks of the progressive and go'
ahead cities and towns of the Sun
shine Territory. By reading an inter
view on another page of this issue ob
a
tained from W. A. Flemming-Jones- ,
leading citizen of the town, it is learn
ed that the progress and advance in
the Mesilla Valley and notably in Las
Cruces, the county seat, has been very
steady during the past five years, is
in every way 'very satisfactory and
bids fair to keep up. A very good class
of people have come there especially
during the last three years, property
values have greatly advanced and are
still on the jump, and the area under
Irrigation and cultivation, in cereals,
in fruit, in grapes, in cantaloupes, in
alfalfa and In vegetables, has greatly
Increased since the supply of water
for Irrigation became assured and
permanent by the construction of the
Leasburg diversion dam by the United States reclamation service. One by
one are the New Mexican towns and
cities leaving the column of the sand
lot towns and getting to be modernized, clean and attractive. , Las Cruces
has a great future ahead. Its fertility
is proverbial.
The town Is situated
in what has been called since the settlement of New Mexico the "fruitful
Mesilla Valley." Nothing was needed
to make it prosperous and populace
except a sure water supply. This has
been secured and the result is great
er than was even Imagined five years
' '
ago.
Memorial Day services tomorrow
will be fitly and properly, observed ,by
the Deonle of the Capital City of the
territory who are, it is pleasant to say,
composed mostly of loyal and good
'
citizens. This practice is very com- 'mendable and proper and the New
Mexican hopes will continue for all
time to come. In this city is located
the only national cemetery for many
hundreds of miles around in which revetpose the remains of nearly 1,200
erans who gave their lives for their
country. Their memory deserves hon
or and recognition and this will be accorded with patriotic spirit and sincere loyalty on Memorial Day
The price of territorial wools is not
as high as it should be and as the New
Mexican would like to see it. But figures at which New Mexico lambs are
sold are very gratifying and will help
New Mexico sheep raisers to pull out
of the hole in which last year's adverse conditions and the .laantial
flunk and this season's rather low
values of territorial wools have placed them. After all the "Lord tempered the winds for the shorn lamb."

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruce3

New Mexico

MARK

THOMPSON

B.

hotel MkddmMMkm
LACOME

Attorney-at-La-

District
Dona

Attorney Eighth District,
Ana, Lincoln and Otero

Las Cruces,
New Mexico
HARVIE DUVAL.

8c

OABLS, Ptoprietota.

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. 8team
Heated. Electric Righted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Prcaa the Botton we do the rest.

Attorney-at-La-

Land, Mining and Corporation Law excluslvely. Practice In all the District
Courts and Supreme Court. Special attention to perfecting titles and organizing and financing land and mining
properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
H. M.DOUGHERTY

Hotel Coronado.
EUROPEAN AND AtflBICAN PLAN

'

"

FIRST CLASS

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:

IN

CONNECTION

Hot and Cold Baths:
CeRtrally Located on South Side of PJaza.
Short Orders Served Frcm 5. a m,to 9. p. in.
Fot Coffee and Cold Lunches

New Mexico
Socorro,
CATRON AND GORTNER
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
L. O. FULLEN
Attorney-at-La-

RESTAURANT

'

Attorney-at-La-

SERVED ALL NIGHT.

w

SANTA FE, N. M., 222 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

District Attorney Ninth District.
over First National Bank.

Office

New Mexico

Roswell,

willTam "M'KEAN
Attorney
Mining anl Land Law.
'
New Mexico
t-Law

Taos,

New Mexico Military Institute

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Company.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
ROMAN

DAVID

0

Jl

(I

L. BACA

Real Estate and Mines, Spanish Trans
lator, Notary Public.
Office in Griffin Building, Washing 1
ton Avenue.
1
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
HAYWARD & FLEMMING
Real Estate and Insurance
J. B. Hayward, U. S. Commissioner
New Mexico 1
Moriarty,
OSTEOPATHY
11
1
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
treats
acute
and
Successfully
chronic diseases without drugs or
medicines. No charge for consulta
tlon. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue
Hours:
m.,
p. m. 'Phone 156
CONY T. BROWN
1
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexi IP
co School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro,
9--

M.

Architect ,
'
Plans, specifications and supervis
ion. Address: Rooms 6 and 6 Pioneer
East Las Vegas,

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
Great
amount ofjopen air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School in the Unioo. Located
in the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
an elevation of 3,700
spot of .the 'West-- at
feet above sea leyel, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officersnd instructors, all gradu
ates from
dard. eastorn colleges. Ten
bul'dings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E, A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
a llynFA
For particulars and illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

zr
L:rW7
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sSr
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WA U. J

MMAim
w

zmmi

Superintendent.

WHITE, C. E.

E. W. HART

Building.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

mon ior,.jcolJcge or for business life.

2-- 5

(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
and Bridge Building.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

'

New Mexico

!

One of the Best Hotels in the West

w

Land and Mining business a spec
ialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

i

tfft7HEN in need of any-V thing on Earth tty a
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will positively bring results.

Y
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TIME TABLEALL LINES. NEW MEXICO REPORTS
VOLUME NUMBER 13
Santa Fe Comand
Entering
Leaving
plied According to Schedule
of Trains Now In Effect.

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No' 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
12:50 p.m.
No. 2.Northbound arrives Santa eF
0:25 p. m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Santa
leaves
No. 426 Eastbound
Fe 10:45 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 4:15 p. ra.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA GE
Lamy Branch.
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
11:10 a. m.
No. 721
'
6:50 p. m.
No. 723
10:55 p. m.
No. 72.")
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. m.
No. 720
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
7:40 p. m
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and
2, east and No. 3, limited, west, at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west,
at Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9,
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8
east-boun-

Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lam;-- , waiting only for No. 10
from the south, and No. 3 from the
east.

Just Issued From Press of New Mexican Printing Company Essential
to Every Attorney.
Volume 13, of the reports of cases
argued and determined In the supreme court of New Mexico Is now
ready for distribution among the members of the bar. No law library In New
Mexico is complete without it and to
the practicing attorney It Is absolutely
necessary. Justices of the peace, U. S.
commissioners, court officials and all
others
who
are
In
Interested
the
of the
Interpretation
law,
Mexico
especially the New
law,
by the highest court of the territory,
should have the volume at their elbow. It Is compiled by Judge A. J.
Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
and federal attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, and his experience on the
bench, as practicing attorney and as
the author of previous volumes of Reports, assures that volume 13 has been
carefully edited and Indexed. The typographical work and binding Is by
the New Mexican Printing company
which is being complimented upon the
fact that it is the best printed and
best bound volume of New Mexico Reports thus far Issued. The price nt
volume, J2.70, is lower than that of
any previous volume. To this 30 cents
9houId be added for postage, if volume
is ordered by mall. The edition is limited and orders will bo filled In the
sequence of their receipt.

Attack

Cured.
citizen of this town
was suffering from a severe attack
dysentery. He told a f- lend If he could
obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, je
felt confident cf being cured, he hav
ing used this remedy In the West. He
was told that I kept it In stock and
lost no time in obtaining It, and was
promptly cured," says M. J. Leach,
druggist, of Wolcott, Vt. For sale by
all druggists.
Bad

of Dysentery

"An honored

The New Mexican Printing company
Is prepared to furnish cards de viste
for ladles and for gentlemen on short
notice In first clas3 style at reasonable prices, either engraved or printed. Call at the New Mexican Printing
company.

It is an admittei fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New

Rubbing with linimenta, blistering the affected parts, the application of
plasters, tmd other means of external treatment, are usually helpful in
relieving the pains and aches of Rheumatism, but such remedies do not
reach the CAUSE of the disease, and are therefore in no sense curative.
Rheumatism is due to an excess of uric acid in the blood, brought about by
indigestion, poor bowel action, weak kidneys, and a general sluggish condition
of th system. The circulation deposits this
irritating poison in the different
rv.ii, usiiura uu juiuia ui me uuuy, uuu soon me p&inim symptoms
of Rheumatism are produced. The Dains at first tnav he wandering and slight;
but as the blood becomes more fully saturated with the uric acid poison, the
uiacasc grows worse ana alter awnue gets to be chronic. The slight, wander
ing pains now become sharo and cuttincr at the least exnosure to damones
or night air, or any constitutional irregularity, the bones ache, the muscles
are noi as iree in action as before, and where the acid
poison is allowed to
remain in the blood the Joints often become so clogged with corrosive substances that they are left permanently stiff and useless. Rheumatism can
ever be rubbed away, nor can it be
conquered and driven from the system
blood has been cleansed
until the
and purified. No other medicine does this so
effectually as S. S. S. It dissolves and removes the impurities and sends a stream of
rich, strong blood to the affected parts, which
soothes the irritated nerves, inflamed muscles
PURELY VEGETABLE and flesh, and the sufferer obtains relief that
19 nertnanent lwv.nic M
tmI mkca of thm
disease has been removed.
Special book on Rheumatism and any medical
advice desired free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. OA.
acid-lade-
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Announcements
March

Commencement
Week at Agricultural College

Address Delivered by Colo
rado Educator Twenty
Awarded Diplomas

SODA WATER,
Dlr.

y

w. m

Curios

Sutherland. Professor R. R.
gave an address of welcome
the graduating class which was

Lar-ki-
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Bar-anc-
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est alkalin Hot Springs in the world
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the mlrac
ulous cures attested to in the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght'a Disease
of the Kidneys,' Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La

Proprietor.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
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Santa Iloea
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Annual Alumni Election.
The Alumni Association met and
elected officers for tho coming year
Wednesday afternoon as follows: Miss
Francis Ford, president; C. P. Wilson,
vice president; L. W. Case, second
vice president; Miss Charlotte Sweet,
secretary; Oscar C. Snow, treasurer.
The annual ball at 8 o'clock Wednesday evening ended the exercises
of the week, and It was a very well
attended and enjoyable affair. The
music was given by the Messrs.
Scheuermann and Gasdorf of Las
Cruces, and delicious
refreshments
were served at 10:30. Thursday was
a day of farewells, and the south and
north bound talns were crowded with
college students gound homo for the
summer vacation.
Class Roll of 1908.
The following is tho class roll lor
lOos, with the degrees granted:
Maggie May Stover, B. S.; Jay Benton Stoneking, M. S.; William Paulson, R S.; Jacob Allen Sweet, B. S.;
James Alexander Steel, B. S.; Dean
Actly Ward Rloodgood, B. S.; James
Ralph Poe, B. S. A.; Wilbur Louis
Powers, B. S. A.; John Maughs Brown,
li. S.; Claude P. Henry, B. S.; Jesse
Edward Mundell, B. S. A.; Philip Edward Dessauer, B. S.; William Endl- cott, II. S.; Justin Robinson Weddell,
B. S.; Hiram Cornelius Henry, B. S.;
Earle Cracraft Hornbrook, B. S.; William Wilson Gallacher, B. S.; Fernan
do Enrique Qulntero, B. S. A.; Clarence Pendleton Wilson, B. S.;.. George
'
Grace Helde, B. 9.
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STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Of- f
for the distribution of
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to the
East and West ,and direct communication with all points In the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Wlllard as soon as the Cut Off Is open. Sur
rounded by a fine farming country. The purest water In New Mexico. The
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
S. F. short line through New Mexico, Wlllard Is
point on the great A. T.
a growing town. Witlard will make a city. Study the map. For Information
call or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,..
f
Wlllard, New Mexico.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

Haek 3 lugs Un
120 San Francisco St.

Call

up 132 Black for Carriages.

CURE THE CAUSE.
How to Remedy Much of the Suffering
In

Santa Fe.

Half of the sickness and suffering in
Santa Fe comes from a weak stomach.
Cure the causo by using
Stomach Troubles and be well and
happy.
Even the most chronic cases yield
to
W. C. Worrell, connected
Railroad for
with the Lake Shore
years, says: "For fifteen years I had
acute stomach trouble and nothing
helped mo. A friend recommended
and two boxes entirely cured
Ml-o-n- a

OUR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH,
FALSTAFF BOTTLED
FROM
ANY QUALITY

PropHetot

BEER.
A PINT UP.

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:

:

NIW

SANTA

a

me."

Cure tho cause of your suffering and

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
have call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
indigestion, flatulence, dizziness, head
box of
ache, etc., get a
na from The Ireland Pharmacy. They
give an absolute guarantee to refund
be well and happy.
If the stomach Is weak and you

iMl-o- -

the money unless

Mi-o-n- a

cures.

The New Mexican Printing company
and
has ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial
Incorporation laws, price 7C cents; of
the territorial road laws, price 60
cents; and of the territorial mining
laws, price 10 cents per copy. These
can bo purchased by applying In person or by mail at the office of ths

n

sponded to by George G. Helde.
fessor Hiram Hadley's talk on the
work done and the success achieved
by the graduates of the Agricultural
College was very interesting and
,
pleasing.
Commencement Exercises.
4

Wednesday at 10: $0 a. m.,.the commencement address was given by Dr.
Burton O. Aylosworth, president of
the Colorado Agricultural College. His
speech was a very interesting and
strong one and was on the subject
Opportunities." The College orches
tra played several selections and the
vocal work was very good. The program was as follows:
Program.

President Luther Foster
Orchestra

aoii- -

The Most Common Cause of Suffering

Rheumatism causes more pain and
suffering than any other disease for
the reason that it is the most common
of all Ills, and It is certainly gratify- bb to sufferers to know that Lharnberlain's Tain Balm will afford relief
and make rest and sleep possible. In
many cases the relief from pain which
is at first temporary, has become permanent, while Jn old people subject
to chronic rheumatism, often brought
on by dampness or changes in the
weather, a permanent cure cannot be
xpected; the relief from pain wnicn
his liniment affords is alone worth
many times It; cost. 25 and 50 cent
sizes for sale by all druggists.

.Orchestra
VISITINQ CARDS.
Rev. Hunter Lewis
The New Mexican Printing company
Invocation .
Randegger Is prepared to furnish cards de viste
Trio "The Mariners"
"Mrs. Wooton, Professor Wooton, for ladles and for gentlemen on short
notice In first class style at reasonProfessor Watkins.
Olo Caliente, Taos County. N M Address .. ....Jay B. Stoneking, 08. able prices, either engraved or printOrchestra ed. Call in the New Mexican Printing
Music...
O.
Aylesworth,
Barton
Address Dr,
company.
Agricultural
President, Colorado
When your food seems to nauseate
College.
Pinustl take Kodol. Take Kodol now and until
Solo "I Fear No Foe"
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
Prof. R. R. Larkin.
you know you are right again. There
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT Presentation of Diplomas
isn't any doubt about what It will do
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Prompt Dr. R. E. McBrlde, President Board and you will find the truth of this
statement verified after you have used
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
ot Regents.
Closes"..
Kodol for a few weeks. It la sold here
HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
"The
Day
Long
Quartet!
Sullivan by The Ireland Pharmacy.
B10 S. Broadway, Lai Angeles, Calif.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
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to
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etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe train upon request. This
resort Is attractive at all seasons and
Is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars
March

K

n

Larkin.

CLASS

HENRY KRICK
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Messrs. Stevens, Wooton, Watkins,

be-in-

These celebrated Hot Springs are located in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage run's to the springs.
The temperature of these waters. Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire year
round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich- -
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MCAHlfOTBE

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
'
Mexican.
Line at Torrance for Roswoll dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ro
well at 4 a. m., and arrives1 at Koswell (Special Correspondence of the New
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- Mexican.)
well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar
Agricultural College, X. M., May
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare 30. The commencement exercises of
between Santa Fe and Torrance is the New Mexico College of Agricul
$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros- - ture and Mechanic Arts have Just
well, $10.00. Reserve seats on automo closed and this year witnesses the
A fronts
for Peats and Ameri. bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manag- graduation of the largest cliiss in the
Apillo can Wall Paper Co. er Automobile Line.
history of the institution, twenty
awarded diplomas. The exorcises
of
Riha
Mr.
John
began
says,
la.,
Sunday, May 24th, when the
Vlnlng,
All Tie Newest Desips.
"I have been selling DeWItt's Kidney baccalaureate sermon was delivered
and Bladder Pill? for about a year and by the Rev. Thomas L. Lallance of
give better satisfaction than any Las Cruces. The Choral Class rend
LORENZO AND DI6NE0. they
pill I ever sold." Sold ly The Ireland ered two choruses from tho Cantata
Esther, in a very beautiful manner,
Pharmacy.
and after the sermon hymns were
VISITING CARDS.
sung. Monday afternoon was devoted
to tho graduating recital of the Music
Engraved cards de viste and
THE FAMOUS FALSTAFF Bfflj
invitations a specialty at the New department, which consisted of vocal
Mexican printing office.
Any one and instrumental solos by the gradustanding in need of such will do well ating students. The following were
to call at this office and examine sam- granted certificates :
Sole Agent for
9
Piano Mary Tracy, May Seeger,
ples, style of work and prices.
Zunia Boone, Elsie Raye Hlnes.
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
DeWItt's Little Early Risers are Voice Frank S. Skidraore, H. Cor
AM All Kinds ol Mineral Waters.
small, safe, sure and gentle little pills, nelius Henry, Sophia McCowen.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
Class Day Exercises.
On Monday night the graduating
exercises,
Legal blanks both English and class gave their class-daAny Flavor you
S
MexiNew
m.
sale
The
at
for
the
by
p.
program
Spanish
beginning
Mail
Ordtn
Onlsri Filled for Any Amount.
can Printing company.
consisted of stunts by several mem
will Receive Proatl Attention.
bers of the class, beginning with Mr.
Insist upon DeWItt's Witch Hazel Poe's solo, "Tho Nightingale" and folPhone 38.
Salve. It
good for piles. lowed by President Endicott's speech
ItnU Fe. N. M. Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy,
Mtnltnna Avenue.
of advice to the Juniors, Deasauer's
original class poem, and finally Steol's
class will, all of which were loudly
After each member had
applauded.
had his say the class wound up the
exercises with the presentation of the
spade and the singing of a song by
the members.
Alumni Banquet.
527 San Francisco Streak
The annual Alumni banquet began
at 8 o'clock Tuesday evening and was
one of the most successful ever glv
en, thero being an unusually large at
tendance. Mrs. Fred Lohman of Las
Cruces catered. The program began
by an address from the president of
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Alfredo M,
the Alumni association,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
Santa Fe, followed by
Sanchez,
tof
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
toasts by several members, among
them being Professor J. D. Tinsley,
President Foster, Toastmaster W.

Indian and Uleiican Wares

H, U.

FE ftjtfr MEXICAN. OArfftl

The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that Is
oractical. artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller-bearibookcase made. Fitted with
doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made In a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
Interior
see them or send for.m catalog 105 with
....- views showing arranfiemeni id jiDrary ,panor,eic.
non-bindin- g,

Mexican Printing Company
. New
local agents, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
pita

ng

SnrrrrnnwTrirr.M.r.,',..
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FOR

Theodore Corrick, who has been on
business trip to Hspanola, is expected to return today.
John Alexander, a brick mason,
than to wear one of our from
Albuquerque, is In the city and
VARIE1Y SUITS.
Not the
ivill be here a lew weeks.
Deputy United States Marshal II. F.
style we show for young
of Albuquerque, spent the day
Bogh,
I
p dish men, though some
in the city on official business.
of the older men like them;
Steven
ranchl'ecoa
Arnold,
er, was among today's arrivals in the
have
but the quieter
city and registered at the Normandle.
stili a distinction and smartG. II.
Albuquerque attorness not found in any other ney, was Howard,
registered at the Claire homake of clothes. Made for tel today. He was here on legal business.
us by
Attorney A. B. Honolulu, returned
last evening from Estancia where he
iias been during the week on legal
business.
A
Cure
George W. Bard of Washington, an
can
Old Sores,
clothes
in
Rheumatism,
was
Forest
the
you
Cuts,
They're
inspector
Service,
Stiff
Wounds,
Sprains,
in
on
Joints,
official
Albuquerquo
wear:
Fit
yesterday
be proud to
right,
Corns, Bunions and all Ills.
business.
made right, perfectly
Miss Mary Hanley, who has been
SHE KNOWS.
at St. Vincent's hospital for several
ed.'all wool fabrics.
Mrs. C. II. Itunyon, Stan-berr- y,
Mo. writes: I have
weeks, has returned to her home at
Sun
used Snow Llnim ent and can' t
Prairie.
YOUNG MEN AND OLD
say enough for it, for RheuJ. C. Murray, a railroad tie contracmatism and all pains. It la
tor Is here from Alamosa, Colorado,
the most useful medicine to
Clothes
on his way to Estancia. He is stop-pluOught to see
have in the house."
at tho Normandle.
we ar showing.
Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00
W. L. Davis of Magdalena, Socorro
'Hi
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
county, was registered at the Claire
hotel today. Ho camo to the city on
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Ut
U
personal business.
Supervisor Ross McMillan of the
Store for
Taos and Jemez National For-jestPecos,
"StjlJ
Sold and Recommended by
.
left today for Coyote and Cuba
STORE.
FISCHER DRUG
!to be gone several days,
Hon. Charles F. Easley, who has
'
been attending to legal affairs in
irrigation engineer who has been In
the
refor
city for a week in the interest of
the pat several days,
"money
an irrigation company in San Juan
turned home last evening.
Ou notes, diamond's and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Stephen Eastern, of Abiquiu, a sheep county, left this morning for his northLoans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
'man, is In the city in order to be present ern home. He was well satisfied with
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
at the Decoration Day exercises. results and spoke very highly of the
courtesy extended to him by Santa Fe
He has a room at the Coronado.
Mrs. Alice Whitefleld and child, of people and by territorial officials, esat SALMON Store.
Chicago, are slopping at the Palace. pecially Governor Curry, Territorial
Mrs. Whitefleld is a tourist and is Land Commissioner Ervien and TerL. Sullivan.
viewing the Interesting sights of San ritorial Engineer Vernon
ta Fe.
of
(Continued On Page Eight.)
E. R. Paul, assistant treasurer
at
is
Central
the
Santa
Fe
railway,
Phone 108.
Phone 108.
Estancia on business. He will return
Herewith are buidp bargains offered
store in Santa
The largest and the only
tomorrow on the excursion from the y the New Mexican Printing Comvalley.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
M.
Dr.
and
Denver
of
Porter
Henry
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
J. M. Cunningham, of East Las Vegas, bound, $1; paper bound, 75 lents;
who are interested In a cattle ranch
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or
in
Code
Las
Socorro
last
left
$6; the two for $10;
county,
Pleadings,
Vegas
on the New Mexican Printing Company.
evening for the ranch to Investigate Adapted to New Mexico Code. Laws
of New Mexico, 1899, 1I01 and 1903,
conditions there.
Henry Grant, a well known merch English and Spanish pamphlets, ?2.25:
ant and sheep raiser at Abiquiu, who full leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible
spent the winter and spring in New Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
AND
York City with his family, returned two or more books, $1 each ; New Mexto New Mexico last night. He will ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos. 3
his
northern to 10, inclusive, $3.30 each; Compila
leave tomorrow for
tion Corporation Laws, 75 cents; Comhome.
50
cents;
Laws,
Mrs. W. F. Limmerman and her two pilation Mining
sons, of Kenilworth, Illinois, are visit- Money's Digest of New Mexico Re
ing Santa Fe. They are on a sight ports, full eheep, $6.50; full list school
seeing trip in the West and came to blanks.
Santa Fe to enjoy the sights of the
ancient city. They are stopping at
The New Mexican Printing company
the Palace.
has on hand a large supply of pads
Mrs. J. V. Conway, wife of County and tablets suitable for school work,
School Superintendent J. V. Conway, the desk, and also for lawyers and
has received a letter from her broth- merchants; good anywhere. We will
er, Clyde H. Coombs, in Arkansas sell them at five cents In book form.
City, Kansas, in which he states that
he will arrive In Santa Fe next week
for a few weeks' visit.
Chairman W. S. Hopewell of the
board of control of the Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress, who has
been in the city for a few days on
We have a nice line of novelties
business for the Congress and in consuitable for wedding or birthvery
Governor
sultation with
George
Solid Sterling and
presents.
day
to Albuquerque last
Curry, went
Plated Silver Ware. Fine hand paintnight.
china and silk
L. B. Funnan of Farmington.
an ed china, Japanese
goods, Mexican drawn work, consisting of very handsome patterns and deSoutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
signs in doilies, table scarfs, In many
sizes, bed spreads, shirt waists and
suits worked on finest handkerchief
linen. All at "Racket" prices.
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding Never, positively never poImb roar lungs. Uron
eoogh even from a tlmple cold only you should
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
always heal, aoothe, and mm the Irritated bron What Shall We Have for bessert?
chial tubes. Don blindly tuppreu it with a
Try JELI.-O- , the dainty, appetizing, econostupefying poison. It'i strange how tome thlnn
mical desert. On be prepared instantly
finally come about For twenty yean Dr. Snoop
simply add boiling water and serve when
hat constantly warned people not to take cough cool. Flavored just right; sweetened just
mixture! or prescriptions containing Opium, right; perfect in every way. A 10n pnckupe
THE F
makes enough dessert for a large family.
Chloroform, or ilmllar poisons. And now a little All
grocers sell It. Don't accept substitutes.
late though-Cong- nei
"Put
4EIX-- 0 compiles with all Pure Food Laws.
It
on
the
label.
tayi
Lemon, Orange.
If poisons are in your Cough Mixture." Good I 7 flavors
Kaspberry,
Strawberry, Chocolate, Uherry, reacn

1856.

INCORPORATED

Selkman Bros

a

A

Every
Stetson
bear

the

careful

SNOW
LINIMENT
Positive

For

tailor

Stetson
Name

CARPETS

WAIST

RUGS

SKIRTS

HATS

LADIES

3

:

SHOES

HATS

CLOTHING

DRESS

MENS

the

FURNISHING.

M'f,
Y;

HOSIERY.

Sell-Conformi-

N. SALMON.

Win.

NOTIONS

Stetson
Hat

g

We have the Strtiotl Soli and Detbr
Han In all the lateat aty lea.

For

Half a Century
P. O. Box 219.

Ma"

personal property loans
to loan

GOODS

For a hat light
in weight and
flexible as well
as durable, we
earnestly recom
mend the

wfflmm

.

Co.

Wholesale & Retail.

BALLARD'S

mm

1903.

vfite will always

styles

t
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ESTABLISHED

D. L. Gilmoui', a mining man from
GallinuH, in in the city on business.

At business, at home or
away, we cannot offer a
be ter clothes suggestion

!

N. "SE

PERSONAL MENTION

The Dignified Man

3

BTED,

-

'

i..

Dry Goods House In tne

the

City.

Phone No. 86.

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Ball bearing

Lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,

Something New in Lawn Sprinklers. Garden Hose,
Hose Reels, Lawn Rakes. Fruit Sprayers.

FAAh!

NATHAN SALMON.
F.

up-to-d-

Mis-".ou- rl

pi

CHERRIES

STRAWBERRIES

FRESH DAILY

.

j

Everything

Good to

Field and Garden Seed.
Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.

Eat i

Alaska Refrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
screen Doors and windows,

Hammocks, Croquet sets.

fn Solitaire Canned Goods

Solitaire Tea and Coffee

Wedding Hints

Have no Equal.

Winter Grocery

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS
The Fjost Complete Line of Hardware in the City.
Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.

PhJT

Co.

CALL

to appear elrgant atd recherche
have you suit or overcoat made at

Julius Pjuralter
Corner Washington & Palace Aves

VerygoodllHereaAerforthiiTeryreasonmothen,
and other, should Insist on having Dr. Bhoop'i
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Shoop'i
labels and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it'i not only safe, but it
if said to be by those that know It best, a truly re--

u.L.kUM..h

ivL.

1

1

particularly with your children. Insist on having
Dr. Snoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
Dr. '8hoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison mark there Yon oaa
always be on the sale rid by demanding

N

Of

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, SilTerware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and I eather Ebony
Goods.

a.
ow is the

FOR YOURSELF

8

.

to your new spring outfit can be
put upon it by JULIUS
Your garments are
sure to be of the very latest
cut, style and material, and the
fit is perfect. When you want

Ap SEE

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE

I

nit7

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

timetobuy

Summer Millinery.

EtSZB

1

Dr. Shoop's

Cough Cure
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

ft'

CO.

at the Racket

Cough Caution

i

HDW.

WOOD-DAVI- S

03ST
STJKE5
Pure and Fresh Drugs used in our

Everything reduced
Price

in

at

Th(E tyUTUAL EUJLDljNG & LOAfi ASSOCIATION
of Santa Fe, fi.

r.

INCORPORATED

Mrs. J. P. LYNG.
South Sidb Plaza. Santa Fe. N, M.

EVE :RTZ"

prescription work.

'

Become a member at any time. Continuous Series of Stock. An ideal waylto
save money or to build homes.
OH AS HA8PELMATH, President.
R. J. CRIOHTON Secretary.
J, P. VICTORY, Solicitor,
Room 18 Laughlln Block.

FOIjSTT

Every point is made sure before it is passed.

GUESS WORK IS ELIMINATED.
EXACTNESS IS THE KEYNOTE.

THE RESULTS SHOW IT

ZOOK'S PHARMACY lac
3JB

1887

ojlnta fb njsjyt mbxioan. clakta
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The

at the city hotels yesterday wore Falnce,
Claire,
eight;
eighteen; N'ormandie, nine and Coron-ado- ,
one.
If you are thrifty, you have some of your money leftover.
It is sixteen years that SherToday
The extra money is the foundation foe future riches, if you
iff Frank Chavez was assassinated on
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
the Guadalupe street
bridge. The
to a few dimes or nickels a day-the- re
are going to bed great
crime was committed in the evening.
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
the Daily New Mexican will Issue
at an early hour tomorrow in order to
prow into a good largo sura.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
give the employes of the company a
chance to properly attend the memor
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
ial exercises.
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
Yesterday was Ascension Day, ob
to
a
chance
you
grasp your next opportunity.
served as a general holiday in Europe
and the greater part of America.
Mass was celebrated in the local Cath
olic churches.
Why it just means making a man of you.
t
Charles C. Closwm, sheriff of Santa
Making you free to do as you wish.
Fe county, is having trees planted and
a refining wall constructed along the
Making you and your family happy and contented.
north bank of Santa Fe river near his
AN
livery stable.
The hotels and restaurants are
extensive preparations to provide
THE UNITED STATES
AND TRUST COMPANY
dinner and supper for the excursionists who will bo here tomorrow from
pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.
the Estancia Valley.
Mrs. George Worley, of Pecos, who
recently had the misfortune of losing
all her children by scarlet fever, and
for tho past two weeks has been
3 who
very 111 at her room at the Hotel N'ormandie, is reported much improved.
In observation of Memorial Day the
drug storog of the city will close from
2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon until
4.
This will give the employes a
chance to witness the parade nnd attend the exercises at the National
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
cemetery.
BUGGIES. SURR1ES. HACKS.
W. V. Hall, city ynglneer, was
engaged with an assistant In
a preliminary survey and
of
field notes for the purpose
drawing up plans for paying four hun
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
dred feet of street on lower San Francisco street.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.
Tomorrow being a legal holiday, the
postofllce will observe holiday hours.
In addition there will be one collection and one delivery of mall and the
registry window will be open from 9
a. m., to 10 a. m., the same as. the
general delivery window. However.no
money orders will be Issued or paid.
Sebastian Pfeiffer, a carpenter by
YOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
trade and an old resident of this city,
wheu you strike this establishment. was taken suddenly ill today at his
homo on Water street and had to be
We handle nothing but
removed to St. Vincent's hospital. Mr.
FIRST-CLASFLOUR AND FEED Pfeiffer is sueffring from the effects
of malaria contracted while working
Those who have dealt with us don't
at the Mescalero Indian reservation,
have to be told how excellent our spefrom which place be returned two
cialties are: And those who don't weeks
ago.
know out flour and feed are losing
Edward Ehle, manager of the Salunsomething every day they remain
mon Grays, Santa Fe's crack baseball
acquainted. If you are one of these team, has been unable to arrange for
you should give us a trial order at a
game next Sunday. Ho communionce.
cated with T. D. McElroy, manager
of tho Las Vegas team but received
Sole Agency For
word last night that' the Las Vegas
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
team was so badly crippled that it
would be folly to bring the team to
Santa Fe as It would be facing almost
certain defeat.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
Santa Fe was given a touch of real
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
summer
weather today. Yesterday
The Only Exclusive Grain House In Santa Fe, New Mexico.
was rather cool, maximum did not
The mean
fall below 36 degrees.
temperature for tho day was 49 degrees, a departure from the normal of
twelve degrees below. The relative
humidity at 6 a. m. was 37 per cent
at 6 p. m. 21 ier cent, and an averThe Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
age for tho day of 2!) per cent. The
lowest temperature during the night
Denver Colorado.
was 38 degrees and at 6 o'clock this
morning the thermometer stood at 46
degrees.
Las Vegas Is endeavoring to secure from the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe railway an excursion train
from this city to that place on June
New Mexico.
BERGERE,
15 in order that Santa Feans might
be induced to help swell the crowd
Catron Block,
Santa Fe, N. M.
.to see Madam Minnine Maddern Fiske
'in "Rosmersholm,"
the emmotional
'play by Henrik Ibsen. No Information
concerning this excursion as proposed
by the manager, who is securing Mrs.
Fisko for Las Vegas, has been received at the local office of the railway
a
company.
About eighty per cent of the taxes
of Santa Fe county have been col- -

ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
BUI

LIVERY STABLE

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

CHAS. CLOSSOW.
S

LEO HERSCH

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.M.

TO OPEN THE SPRING SEASON
There will be

OF EVERY LINE OF GOODS
during the month of April. Come and convince yourself. No trouble to show goods.
SELIGlAi

E

JVIUGL

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,

Feverish ne,
rnnulinatinn.
llAflAilphl'i
Htomai'h Troubles, Teothiiitf
Worm. They Break iin VoitU

A Certain Oare for
i

Mother Gray,

Simpi. mid FRKK.
NYoTkCitj. A.S. OLMSTED. U Roy.

"ERhEST

"XddriH-

-.

N

1.

Begins the

4 WE ARE,

the

no-ielt- y

e

RADE MARK

ALABASTINE
for Plain and Decorative
A Beautl
Wall Coating

Eight.)

The New Mexican Printing Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Jus
tices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with
printed headings, In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably boynd with leather hack and
covers and canvas sides, have full
Index In front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constablea printed
In fuW on the first page. The
pages
are 10
Inches. These books are
made up In civil nnd criminal dock
ets, separate of 32 pages each, or
with both civil and criminal bound
in one book, 80 pages civil and 320
To Introduce them
pages criminal.
they are offered at the following prlc- es:
Mvil or criminal
12.76
Combined civil and criminal .... 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or EC cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
Cash In
by mall or prepaid express.
order.
State
full must accompany
plainly weather English or Spanish
printed heading ii wanted.

with

of fine poles.
;hoice flies excel lent lines
Jependable reels, and
canvas and wicker
baskets ever shown in
anta Fe.They ererefson-abltoo. Note i he east
window and drcp in and
see the line, its fine

lectcd by Treasurer CVlso Lopez,
which is up to the average of years
pant. On account of tomorrow being
a legal holiday the last day for paying
taxes came today but it is expected
that the first of next week will be a
busy time in the collector's office as
many have been negligent thinking
that they would bo allowed several
days of grace. Judgments will not
o rendered against delinquents until
next week so those who have been
tardy in the matter will be given an
opK)itunity to settle up before the
penalty Is enforced,
On Page

Inst.

plcte stock

Soutlu'axt Corner 1'lnzu,

(Continued

15

RE YOU READY FOR IT?

R

ful.

Durable.
Wall Finish.

Sanitary.

Inexpensive
Mixed In Cold Water and easily aonlied by
anyone with flat wall brush.

We are

Sole Sales Agents for

'Alzbrifc

Santa Fe, and Can Save you Money.

COLOR CARDS FREE.

PACKAGE.

THE

&

sell Furniture.

We

Phone No. 83.

cTWail Orders Solicited

Everything in Hardware.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor:
Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the West.
The

Ner Mexican Printing company

will do your Job work with

neatness

and dispatch.

Sensational

Soap Sale
Tho Racket offers some very spe
cial bargains this woek.
A dozen well known brands of toilet
soap worth from 10 to 20 cents a cako,
your choice S cents. Better hurry.

H.S.

THE IRELAND PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

UNESCO,

ens.

'

Manager for

ADOLF

THE FISHING SEASONS

MISS. A.

a r rivals

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?

OPEN

PAGE FIVE

For Fine Barflairs in
Hats and general line
of Millinery go to

Weather forecast for New
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
and
warnior in
Saturday;
northwest portion tonifflir.

Habit

ro h. m

JUST RECEIVED

A

Austin. Carlsbad & The Crazv
I Water from Mineral Wells Texas.
"NATURE'S OWN REMEDIES."

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED.

WES
Furniture

WAGflER
Company.

Just received a handsome line of Mission Furniture in sets
and single pieces; also Brass and Iron Beds of Latest Pattern.
EMBALMING

Fresh lot of Jew

Buckwhea 1

York

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.

Four

San tfranelseo St Thooe 10
'Phone No 1
Night Call
306--

In 10 pound Sacks or
in Bulk
DIAMONDS
Also have a fine line of

Fjaple Sorghum
and other fancy

TABLE

SYRUPS

AND

H C. YOMT7
ll;.n.-ULcta.r- r

RIGHT PRICES

,

mw

RIGHT GOODS
--

RIGHT SERVICE

8

.

of

mn

rnv
E YY EL I:
ft I
Jinttrr.i

WATCHES
Eyes Teeted and

Fitted

By

Up--t.

Date Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWARE.
Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

346 San Francisco

Dl

ERA HOUSE

"Elastic" Bookcase
the original and only per
feet sectional bookcase
g,
made. The doors are
non-bindin-

dust-proo-

f,

oper-

ate on roller bearings, and

t

positively cannot get out
of order. Bases furnished
with or without drawers,
Call and
them, or
send for catalog No. 105

see

New Mexican
By the
Printing Company, Local
ageriti. 8anta FR, N. M.

A.

O. Dottelboob

Z2q

EVERY JEVENING

Primrose Bitter

The Valley Ranch,

NONE BETTER.

The most beautiful location on the most beautiful
river (The Peccs) in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
delightful. Can accommodate a limited number of guests.

Change of Program every

MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
AND FRIDAY.
10c
Admission
20o
Reserved Section
Doors Open at 7 O'clock; Performance at 7:30 and 8:30 O'clock.

Out

H.SJH8C0.
THOKiS.

of Doors Life

Horse back riding and driving, hunting, and camping.
big ranch in full operation.

FISHING SEASON OPENS MAY
Address The Valley Ranch.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

A

15;

BANTA.

PAGE SIX

FE NEW MEXICAN,

SANTQA

FBI N. M.
HAPPY RESULTS.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Santa Fe Central Rail-

Fe Residents Em
thuslastlc.

Palace.
Will
Denver;
Drusegurd,
Smith, Denver Mrs. W. F. Llmmer-maand two sons, Konilworth, Iowa;
W, A. Fleming Jones, Las Cruces; W.
E. Smith, La Veta; Mrs. Alice Whit- flold and child, Chicago,
Claire.
F. Frank,
Espanola; Burton P.
J. A. Adams,
Fleming, Las Cruces;
Alamosa; Bruce Norton and wife, St.
Louis; b . a. Munscll, Pueuio; v. A.
McKay, St. Louis; A. J. King, Law- ron, Oklahoma; H. w. Webb, Kan
sas City, Missouri; H. F. Bogh, Albu
querque; Henry Grant, ADiqulu; Hen
ry McArthur, Phoenix, Arizona; W. L,
Klndrich, Dallas, Texas; C. G, Buch-ert- ,
El Paso, Texas; O. II. Howard, Albuquerque; George R. Slocum, St.
Paul, Minnesota; John Metcalf, Paul- line, Iowa; W. L. Davis, Magdalena.
Normandie.
Dave Caseman, Alamosa; J. C. Mur
ray, Antonlto; Steve Arnold, Pecos;
T. E. Ickes, Alamosa ; August Llosso
Eugenie, Dawson; George Walrll, Las
Vegas; Sam Dorner, Chicago; E. W
Walden, Socorro; John Aleranche, Al
buquerquo.
Coronado.
Stephen Easton, Abiquiu.
C.

O.

South Bound
No

12 80
1 05
2 64
8 27
3 61
4 14
6 16
6 60
7 36

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

StntlnnR

p

rilnWn!

Lvo. .Santa Fe Ait
Kennedy..
"
Stanley...
"
Morla ty.
"
Mcintosh.
.

,'.

908.

Nol'tLBoUn',

Ml

1

..

.

Kstancla..

...Wllllard..

Arr.. Torrance... Lve

116 7 6 26
93 9 6 13
74 9 4 10
63 3! 3 27
65 1 3 02
47 2 2 38
47 2; 1 38
36 7l 1 03
0 11 16

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

a

Freight, ias enger and steamship
business.
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
At Santa Pe, with
Connections:
and
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad,
RailFe
&
Santa
Atchison, Topeka
Toway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
TorAt
peka & Santa Fe Railway.
rance with SI Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

Lis

St

m I

Auto

Mo. 31
Wed.

00

a. m.

SO

9 10
9 10
9 S3

in

u

U

20

80
20

a. m.

a.
a.
a.
a,
a
p.

in.
m
m.
m.
m.
m.

6 10
115
50
5 55
6 15
3U

7 00
H7 46

a. m.
a. m.

m
m
m
m
p. m
p. m

0

Leaves

7
13
IU

;;;

p. m.
p. m.
p. m

33
41

CKRROSOSO

Dei
Moluei
0

p. m.

22

p. m.
50 p. m.
uup. m
2U p. m.

42

op. m.

25
31
42

15

1

a
2

Connect

49

with El Paso

t Ccmneoti with El Paio
8 8tae for Van Honten,

"

Leave..

rKS

.

.Arrive

MOINES. N. M

CAPULIN VEGAS

V1U1L
THOMPSON
CUNNINGHAM
Arrive ) .. .. .CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
I
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
BATON, N. M
Arrive..

& S.

sSSTs

tas ass t s 5

Arrive
Leavet

N. M,. at 6:10 p.m.
M. at 10.U5 a. ns
C. & S. Ry.

at

1-- 4

4

to

CI Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave second Satur- j in oacn montu at
aay
iMnunntA iron
7:30 p. m.
E' 0
p
Recorder.

L

f

q,aCAN1lALL'

Santa Fe Lodge ?r
perfection No. 1.
Ancient and Accepted
?.ionry meet.
uv
ua, uiuuj ui eacn monui
at 7:30 o'clock in the evenina in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend,
14th degree,

N. G.
JL L. BACA.
V. G.
DAVID L. MILLER,

No3C

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
holds Its regular session on tho second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
T. P. GABLE,
Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

J

'

rt

S?- C-

....

o""":'

JV1.

The Trip to EJ Paso is a quick pleasant joiuuey via
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. The Golden State
Service so
Limited has now resumed
take advantage of this splendid train the first time
you have occassion to go El Paso.
Mid-winte-

r

V.

R- -

STILES,

General Passenger Agent.
El Paso, Texas,

Perfect Fitting "Elastic"

Book-case-

s

are the only ones which successfully
udaot themselves to the conditions of
the modern home.
There may be certain limitations as to room,
but whatever space is available can be utilized
and beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
inch
made in two lengths, 34 and 2S
kind of sectional book-cas- e
Ideal.
and
Standard
in
and
distinot
three
types Colonial,
lengths,
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar- tered oak and mahoguny.
We will call and measure any space
in your house and give you the exact
cost in any finish you may select.
New Mexican Printing Com
Local Agents, Santa,
Fe, N. M.

Eicurslots

OFFER BIG REWARD

TOR MISSING BOY

NEW MEXICAN

Suia- -

SARGAIN8.

Herewith are some bargains offered
Carleton H. Greene, of Detroit, Michi by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
gan, Believed to Be In the
Annual Conference Young Men's and
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Southwest.
Young Ladies Mutual Improvement
bound,
$1; paper hound, 75c; Missouri
Association, June 12,14, 1908.
forms $5; Missouri Code
Pleading
dollars
Three
hundred
will
reward
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
ai. me ltwo lor SiA. Auaur.
will sell tickets to Salt Lake City, be paid for information which will neaaings, jo;
to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Utah and return from Santa Fe for lead to the locating of Carlton H.'ed
ungusn
- Mexico, 1899, 19U1 ana
son
C.
of
E.
Pall97
Greene,
8
7
Greene,
and
on
sale
6,
June
$30. Tickets
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
Final return limit 60 days from date ister avenue, Detroit, Michigan.
The boy, who is eighteen years of and Spanish "pamphlet, $2.25; full
of sale.
age, five feet, nine inches in height, Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50;
General
Assembly
Presbyterian
Pocket
Cover
Flexible
weighs about 118 pounds and has Sheriff's
Church In the U. 8. A., Kansas
or
two
$1.25;
Docket,
single,
blue
sandy hair, light complexion,
City Mo., May 21st, June
more
$1 each; New Mexico Subooks
a
and
Is
eyes
said to
dimpled chin,
4th, 1908.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, inof good habits.
For the above occasion we will sell be
delivered at publisher's price,
clusive,
He
disappeared from his home ' Octickets from Santa Fe to Kansas City
Compilation Corporation
$3.30
each;
14th
tober
and
since
that
time has
and return for $33.25. Tickets on sale
75
cents;
Compilation Mining
Laws,
been searched for all over the counMay ISth to 23rd inclusive. Final re
50 cents; Money's Digest of tfew
Laws,
is
It
believed
he came to the
try.
turn limit June 8th, 1908.
Southwest and written descriptions Mexico Reports, full sheep. $6.50, deREPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVEN
and photographs of the youth have livered; full list school blanks.
TION, CHICAGO, ILL., JUNE
been sent to Santa Fe, Las Vegas, Al17, 1908.
The Now Mexican can do printing
buquerque and other cities ..in New
For the above occasion the Santa Mexico.
equal to that done In any of the large
Fe will sell tickets from Santa Fe
His parents declare there was no cities. Our solicitor: Every pieee of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
for good reason for his
N. M., to Chicago and return
leaving home and and
13
on
June
sale
12,
you will certainly come again. We
Tickets
$45.25.
say he will be welcomed should he
have all the facilities for turning out
and 14. Final return limit June 30th. return.
i

at 11:10 A.
Paso at 5:30 P.M.

At Torrance
Be in El

Santa Fe Commandary

11, 1908.

,

Going

Ma-wrn-

1--

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upNo. 2
Monday
Las Vegas, N. M., May 29. After on, and cultivation of the land, viz.:
Wednesday
Dally
out but a short time a jury in
Jesus Ortega, Charles Harris, Joe
being
Friday
the district court here yesterday re- Rodriguez, and Manuel Rodriguez, all
15
(t
m.
p.
12 16 p. m
turned a verdict of not guilty in the of Santa Fe, N. M.
u os p. ID
11 57 a. m
5 45 p. m
11 40 a. m
case of the Territory vs. Dometrio
MANUEL R. OTERO,
5
20
11 00 a. m
p. m
Cruz
Anastacio
10
and
5
m
Garcia
10
11
Register.
p.
a. m
charged
4 05 p. m
1 10 25 a. m
with stealing cattle and altering and
4 05 p. m
10 isa. m
3 45 p. m
The territory had
The New Mexican Printing Comdefacing brands.
9 53 a m
3 15 D. m
a
case
but
the
absence
has prepared civil and criminal
of
the
strong
9 8S l m.
pany
2 40 p. m
5 55 p. m
I 40p. m
H5 10 p m
principal witness prevented a convic- dockets especially for the use of justion.
tices of the peace. They are especialAdolfo Crespin yesterday was ar- ly ruled, with printed headings, in
No. 20
Tueiday
raigned before Judge Mills charged either Spanish or English, made of
Thunday
with assaulting his wife by beating good record paper, strongly and durSaturday
her over the head with a tin can. He ably bound with leather back and
10 00 a. m.
9 25 a. m.
pleaded guilty and will be sentenced covers and canvas sides, have full
8 45 a. m.
later.
Index in front and the fees of justices
830 a. m.
8 05 a. m.
Today the case of tne Territory vs. of the peace and constables printed
7 30 a. m
Prudenclo Martinez, charged with a 'in full on the first page. The pages
7 20 a. m.
7 00 a. m.
Inches. Thes books are
criminal assault upon Miss Margaret'are 10
Carling, occupied the attention of tho made up In civil and criminal dock-coujets, separate of 32 pages each, or
It is expected that the grand jury with both civil and criminal bound
will finish its labors late todav and In one book, 80 pages civil and 320
Des Moines, and E. P. A 8 W a
To Introduce them
large batch of indictments is ex- pages criminal.
offered
at
the following pricare
pected.
they
The court will adjourn over tomor; es:
E""te,b row in
$2.75
observance of Memorial Day. :ivil or criminal
4.00
Combined civil and criminal
(innMAM
,
45 cents additional for a single
For
Laxative
wou- Kennedy's
Cough
Syrun
"6
RATON, N M does not constipate, but on the other docket, or 55 cents additional for a
hand its laxative principles gently combination docket, they will be sent
move the bowels. Children like it. Sold by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
State
order.
full must accompany
by The Ireland Pharmacy
plainly weather English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

?sgSW

own, Lobo.Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Talpa, Taos,
J, VAN HOUTifiiN,
J. DEDMAN,
VIo Prns. and Hen. Mr.
Superintendent
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.

1

Regular convocation second Monday
of each month at
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

five-yea-r

.

F Ry., at Raton and Preston, wltb

Track connection with A. T.

i Leave

No.

R. A. M.

-

In D awson,
Southwestern Ky train 124. arriving Dawion.
N.
Southwestern Ry . train 125, leaving
M.,meets trains at Preston, N. M.

is

Santa Fe Chapter

tJ?

.

STATIONS

.

A
N

lv.

Master.

ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.

name-Doan'- s-and

.

;::::Ar'.

iuth park

from

11

iV.

cimarron

i

aV::::..

II 00 a. m
11 40 a. m

T

Ar

47

MUei

25

Arrives

N. M.
HOUSE

prbston

a

23

No. 21

I

RATON,

I... CLIFTON

KOBHLBB, JUNCTION
EOKHLKR
VKRMEJO

Tueiday
Thunday
Saturday
12
12

STATIONS

from
Katou

00 p.
4 23 p.
4 4S p.
6 00
.
4

lJtl.O.
;
a. m.
8 U0

Miles

1

Dally

Dally
Ex. Sua.

frlday.
7

No.

Car

Monday

Worthy

o

Failure of Principal Witness to Appear Results in Acquittal of San
Miguel County Parties.

Auto
Car
Dally
Ex. Suu.

N. L. KING,

v

j

ALLEGED CATTLE
RUSTLERS GO FREE

In Effect September 1, 1907.

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. rn.
1, A.

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 7481.)
Department of the Interior,
j
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Venerable Master.
May 21908.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
Notice Is hereby given that Dama-ciSecretary.
Montoya, of Santa Fe, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
I. O. O. F.
final
proof In support of his
Homestead Entry No.
claim, viz.:
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F
7481, made April 8, 1903, for the SW
meets every Thursday evening in'
NE
NW
SE
and Lots Odd Fellows'
Hall on San Francisco
5 and 6 of Section 2, Township 16 N,
street. Visiting brothers are Invited
9
Range
E, and that said proof will and welcome.
be made before the register and reLEO HERSCH,
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on June

d

a SCHEDULE

PASSENGER

stateg
Remember the
take no other.

Whooping Cough.
"In February our daughter had the
whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart-lanrecommended
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, and said it gave his
customers the best of satisfaction. We
found it as he said, and can recommend It to anyone having children
troubled with whooping cough," saya
Mrs. A. Goss, of Durand, Mich. For
sale by all druggists.

Ml b

Paiic

It.

SOCIETIES

MA80NIC.

No wonder scores of Santa Fe citizens grow enthusiastic. It Is enough to
make anyone happy to find relief aftei
years of suffering. Public statements
like the following are but truthful representations of the dally work done
In Santa Fe by Doan's Kidney Pills.
Pasquale Yanni, living on College
St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Some four
years ago I gave a testimonial touching on the merlt3 or Doan's Kidney
Pills. I then stated that this remedy
procured at Ireland's Pharmacy har
positively relieved me of pain In the
back, which had troubled me for some
time. My trouble wa3 aggravated by
sitting at the bench and being In a
stooped position, and on some occasions I was in misery. The claims made
by Doan's Kidney Pills were positively carried out in my case, for not only did they give strength to the kid
neys, thus freeing me from tne back
ache, but they effected a cure that has
been permanent up to this time."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Co..
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

n

1

FRATERNAL

Made Many Santa

way Company

Effective Thursday, ApriUO,

FRIDAY, MAY 29, 1908.

k.

Dally tourist rates to Lob Angeles,
San Francisco California
and the
Grand Canyon of Arizona and return.
Six months' round trip ticket on sale
dally to Los Angeles and San Francisco. Stop overs going an returning

within limit

To Lob Angeles and return, $56.90.
To San Francisco and return, $66.90.
To the Grand Canyon and return,
30 day ticket, with stop over privileges within limit for $36.26. Also have
a six months' ticket on sale daily to
Prescott and Phoenix, Arizona and return for $46.25. These tickets are
good on any train,
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
"
To Kansas'CityrStrLoulsT Chicago
and other eastern points and return,
Juno 1st to September 30th, 1908v To
Kansas City and return $41.55; to St.
Louis and return $44.35; to Chicago
and return $50.35. On sale daily June
1st to September 30th Inclusive. Final
return limit October 31st
G. H. DONART,
Agent,

every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the West.

TERRITORIAL DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, ROSWELL, N. M.,
JUNE 10.
occasion the Santa
above
For the
Fe will sell tickets from all points in
New Mexico and from El Paso, Texas,
to Roswell and return for fare and one-fift- h
for the round trip. Tickets on
sale June 6, 7 and 8. Final return
limit June 15th.
G. H. DONART,
Agent.

For a burn or scald appiy Chamberlain's Salve. It will allay the pain
The seals and record books for noalmost Instantly and quickly heal the
taries
public for sale by the New
injured parts. For sale by all druggists Mexican Printing company at very
Seals for Incorreasonable rr.tes.
WOULD EXAMINE SCHOOL
are
also handled.
companies
porated
CHILDREN'S TEETH Call
at or address che r!ew Mexican j
Albuquerque, N. M., May 29. The
company, Santa Fe, New
New Mexico Dental association which Printing
Mexico.
is holdins its annual meeting
here
will likely declare in favor of a ter- ritorial law requiring the inspection of
The New Mexican can do printing the teeth of school children at least
equal to that done In any of the large once a year. The good results of such
cities. Our solicitor:
Every piece of a law cannot be disputed. For
we turn out. Try our stock once dren whose parents are unable to pay
TO
and you will certainly come again. We for such examination will receive the
have all the facilities for turning out treatment free, while the others will
The MiniDg Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
every class of work, Including one of be required to pay a moderate fee.
the best binderies In the West.
The officers of the new association are
Dr. Frank N. Brown, of Roswell, presThe New Mexican Printing company dent; Dr. T. E. Olney, of Las Vegas,
Is prepared to furnish cards de viste'vice presfdent, and Dr. L. E. Ervien,
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San
for ladles and for gentlemen on short of Carlsbad, secretary and treasurer,
Juan country of Colorado.
.
notice in first class style at reason-For information as to rates, train service, descriptive
able prices, either engraved or print-- j
Kodol completely digests all classes
ed. Call at the New Mexican Printing of food. It will get right at the trouble
literature, etc., call on or A. address
P. H. MclRIDE, Agent
S. K. HOOPER, Q. P. 4 T.
tne
work
itseir
ior
the
do
very
company.
,and
Santa Pe, N. M.
Denver, Colt.
stomach. It 1b pleasant to take. Sold
Ireland
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
Pharmacy.
by The
I

,

ch.ll-wor-

DIRECT ROUTE

k

(

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

-

1

-

j

j

FRIDAY, MAY 29, 1908.

tXAJNTA.

FB NOW toCXIOAK. SANTA.

ME T
Ik'len

ii

31 milei south

of.

N.

Albuquerque, N. M7 at

Angeles,

El Pato

1,000 business and residence lots, also 8 1x141 feet laid
out with broad SO and
streets, with alleys 80 feet
70-fo-

ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

es; large mercantile establishments;

the Belan

Patent

Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; throe
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
several restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point
v

Ftrtttte Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Bclen Cwt-of- f

ng

ALL FAST

OVKB

WM. M.

EXPBESS,

MAIL

AND

THE MAIN LINE THBOUGH TO

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lot offered are in the center of the city, well gradel
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or gravbakery, tailor shop, shoe houi,Jw-eler- ,
plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood yard,
modem
drug store, harness eh p etc. et. ; alto a lrst-elahotel.
el. We need a

Arst-d-

a-

si

Our jriees of lots are low and terms ot easy yaymts;;
One-thititle perfect; warranty
pireaaM money,
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as se-

idt.

Two-thir-

rl

ds

curity, for one year, with t per cent interest thertoi.
Apply at once for map and prices ii yoi wik to eettm
the efeoiceat

JOHN BECKER, President.

is the near future cannot bt estimated.

LIMITED

FKEIOHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

BELEI T0WJISlTE

for wood, flour, wheat, wine, buans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city

PAGE SEVEN

W."2l

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

the

junction of the Main line of the Santa Fe System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston
and points East to San Francuoo, Lot
and Old Mexico.

FEL

hi.

BESQEB, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
the bill stood for defeat by twenty
BASE BALL SCORES.
votes; but Delegate W. H. Andrews
OF APPROPRIATION "got busy" and by his very magnetic
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
appeals to old time friends; and with
How $30,000 Was Secured From Uncle tho earnest support of tho thirty-twNational League.
members from Pennsylvania; and the
Sam to Defray Expenses of
Won. Lost. P. C.
Clubs
help of other personal friends from Chicago
Irrigation Congress.
11
20
.645
New York, Massachusetts and Ohio; Cincinnati
18
13
.5S1
29. Chairman he snatched the bill, as it were, from
May
Washington,
.517
14
16
Philadelphia
Tawney, from the committee of con- the fire, by twelve majority.
14
.517
15
Pittsburg
A close shave out of a vote of nearference on the disagreeing votes of
1G
17
.515
New oYrk
the two Houses on the amendments of ly 400 members.
18
17
.485
Boston
All Democrats voted no.
the Senate to the bill making appro14
22
St. Louis
.3i)
of
civil
for
expenses
sundry
priations
21
13
.382
Brooklyn
endthe government for the fiscal year
ing June 30, 1909, and for other purAmerican League.
STANLEY
poses, having met, after full and free
Won. Lost. P. C.

INSIDE HISTORY

to recommend
conference
agreed
and did recommend to their respective Houses as follows: Amendment numbered 163: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered
163, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: In lieu of the
amendment inserted by the Senate insert the following:.
International Irrigation Congress,
buquerque, New Mexico.
Sec. 21. To enable the secretary of
the treasury to pay to the city of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, to assist' In
defraying the expenses of the International Irrigation Congress, to be
held in that city, commencing Sep-

tember

29th,

1908,

thirty

thousand

dollars.
,
Nothing in this section shall be construed so as to create any liability upon the part of the United States,
directly or Indirectly, for any debt or
obligation incurred or for any claim
for aid or pecuniary assistance from
Congress or the treasury of the United States in support or liquidation of
any debts or obligations that may be
created on account of said International Irrigation Congress, beyond" the
sum hereby appropriated.
And the Senate agreed to the same.
J. A. Tawney, Walter I. Smith, John
J. Fitzgerald, managers on the part
of the House.
W. B. Allison, Eugene Hale, H. M.
Teller, managers on the part of the
Senate.

Statement.
The managers on the part of the
House at the conference of the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on
certain amendments of the Senate to
the Sundry Civil appropriation bill
submitted the following written statement in explanation of the effect of
the action agreed upon as to each
amendment, namely:
On Amendment No. 163: Appropri-

ates thirty thousand dollars to the
city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, to
defray expenses incident to the International Irrigation . Congress instead
of $50,000, aa proposed by the Senate, for the International Exposition
in that city.
J. A. Tawney, Walter I. Smith, John
J. Fitzgerald, managers on the part of
the House.
Delegate Andrews Saved the Day.
It is but proper to here state that
your correspondent was told by old
members, both of the Senate and
House, that the securing of this appropriation had never been done before without government supervision
of the management and expenditure
of the money. And one old and experienced member remarked that for
a Congress of only six days' duration
it was In fact a wonderful thing to ac.
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almost Immediately for his homestead
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ing of a house, barns, fences', etc., on
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his claim near here for the past two Pittsburg
1 6 1
months?, left the first of the week for Boston
3 5 0
his old home. He will return in about
and
Maddox
Batteries Lefield,
a month, bringing his family, house- Phelps; Llndman and Bowerman.
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an extensive scale.
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claim is one of the best improved in
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Batteries Sallee, Redmond,
this section.
and Ludwig; Frazer and Kling.
At least seventy-fivStanleyites
will take advantage of the excursion
American League.
to Santa Fe on Memorial Day and
R. H. E.
At Washington
8 8 0
spend the day in the Capital City at- Washington
2 5 3
tending the exercises and viewing the Cleveland
many interesting historical sights.
Batteries Falkenberg and Street;
Tho Stanley school haa closed after Lattlmer, Lelbhardt and N. Clarke.
a most successful session under the
R. H. E.
At New York
4
9 3
euperlntendency of Professor D. S. St. Louis
Collins. The average enrollment for New York
3 8 0
the term was fifty. Professor Collins
Batteries: Dineen and Stephens;
will not teach here next year, having Orth and Klenow.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
accepted the position of principal of
10 13 0
the public schools at Carrlzozo, Lin- Detroit
2
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coln county.
Philadelphia
A sample of rye, almost fully deBatteries: Summers and Schmidt;
veloped, is on exhibition at the real Dygert, Carter and Schreck.
R. II. E.
estate office of Tarr and Fischer here.
At Boston
2
7 4
It Is as fine a specimen of this grain as Chicago
1
6 3
is raised anywhere in the United Boston
...
States.
Batteries: Walsh and Sullivan;
Mat Gomel, of Bisbee, Arizona; Gus-tavPruitt and Carrigan.
Steinberg, of Hagan; Samuel R.
Rawles and Homer S. Pears, of Altus,
Western League.
R. II. E.
At Pueblo
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cinity this week and will at once be- Omaha
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14
same,
the
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gin improving
Batteries: Hollonbeck, Noah and
Biliousness and Constipation.
donding; Jackson and Mitz.
R. H. B.
At Denver
For years I was troubled with bili
2
6 2
ousness and constipation, which made Denver
life miserable for me. My appetite fail- Lincoln
...0 7 1
Batteries: Adams and Zalusky;
ed me. I lost my usual force and vi
tality. Pepsin preparations and cathar Bonno and Sullivan.
R. H. E.
tics only made matters worse. I do not At Sioux City
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know where I should have been today Sioux City ...
3
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had I not tried Chamberlain's Stom- Des Moines
Batteries: Crutcher and Henry;
ach and Liver Tablets. The tablets relieve the ill feelings at once, strength- Witherup and Yeager.
R. H. E.
Second Game
en the digestive functions, purify the
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Sioux
and
liver
blood,
helping
City
stomach,
1
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system to do Its work naturally. Mrs. Des Moines
r
Batteries: McKay and Shea;
Rosa Potts, Birmingham, Ala. These
and Yeager.
tablets are for sale by all druggists.
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FOR RENT Four
house. O. C. Watson

room

MM

Th Oerniin

and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption yellow
THE

IRELAND PHARMACY.

1

in that

faceaq

General Express Forwarders

FOR RENT Furnished and housekeeping rooms. Modern conveniences.
179 Palace Avenue.
FOR SALE A ruling machine la
good condition; will be sold cheap. Apply to the New Mext-aPrinting
Company.
FOR RENT Houso
with
three
rooms, with separato placlta, furnished for light housekeeping. Apply at
111 Palace avenue.
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
boiler In good condition. It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apply
to the New Mexlcra Printing
d

WANTED To employ a Catholic
gentleman as local representative, we
require a person of enorgy and ability
for the position. Salary, $18 per week.
Write at once for particulars. ' The
Hoey Publishing Co., No. 323 Dearborn street, Chicago, III.

TO

All

Parts of tbe World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Agent
Roswell Automobile Co.
Mail and passenger line between Island train, due at 2 a. m.
time between the two
Roswell, New Mexico and Torrance,
Running
New Mexico, dally, Sunday Included, 'points five hours; meal furnished at
connection with all trains on the Rock! Camp Nedmore, free of charge.
Island and Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion
accommodated
parties
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
by notifying the company two days In
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rook advance.
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best known and best machines
for all purposes on the market.. Two of the best known and best machines
for ail purposes on the market. Address all communications and Inquiries to
i

At St. Paul

St. Paul 6; Milwaukee

5.

At Louisville Louisville 10;
dianapolis 3.
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Kansas City 2.

In-

4;

The New Mexican Prlnlmg Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, have full
Index in front and the fees of justices
of tbe peace and constables printed
In fuU on the first page. The pages
are 10
Inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets, separate of 32 pages each, or
with both civil and criminal bound
la one book, 80 pages civil and 320
To introduce them
pages criminal.
they are offered at the following prlc- 12.75
:ivll or criminal
Combined civil and criminal .... 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
State
full must accompany order.
or
weather
SpanlBh
plainly
English
printed heading is wanted.
NEW MEXICAN

BARGAINS.

1

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of tbe large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies In the West
.

the

Roswell Automobile Co
New Mexico

Roswell,

Rubber Stamps

1

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
Ojje-HnInches long
jttamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 15c
One-lin- e

o

15c
20c.

2

"

25c
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 inches long
'
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
36c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used Is over one-hal- f
Inch Inch In size, we charge for one
line for each one-haInch or fraction.
DATE8, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
50c
In
.50
Dater
and
Ledger
month, day
year
.35
line
Dater
Regular
Deflnance Model Band Dater
I.N.
le
1.50
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut ...
Pearl Check Protector
1.60
8TAMP PAD8.
1
10 cents; 2x3
25 cents; 2 34x4
15 cents; 2 14x3
75 cents.
35 cents; 3 14x6 14, 50 cents; 4
T
ADDRESS
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS
One-lin-

Herewith are soma bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep

bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, English
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish!
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.60;
Pocket j
Cover
Sheriff's
Flexible
two
Docket,
or;
single, $1.25;
more books $1 each; New Mexico Su-- :
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in-elusive, delivered at publisher's price,
American Association.
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Toledo
At Col uipbus Columbus 0;
Laws, 75 .cents; Compilation Mining
Laws, 60 cents; Money's Digest of New
Mexico Reports, full sheep. $6.60, delivered; full list school blanks.

CONTAINS NO
HARMFUL
DRUGS

bxpress

modern

& Co.

Ho-ma-

complish.
Numerous members made speeches
If you have anything to sell, rent or
in opposition; and Burton, of Ohio,
made a long appeal for economy. exchange use the. "Want" columns of
When the clerk began to call the roll the New Mexican.

J

Wells Fargo & Company

e

lf

Fac-8ml-

SELF-INKIN-

G

4,

2,

-

flEW

FpiCAJi PRIflTipG
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

CO.

SANTA FB NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FBI JS.W

PACE EIGHT

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

Personal Mention.
(Continued

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RESEARCH RESUMED

BAhS, BUTCiS!

Minor City Topics.

Another lot of sliced Singapore
Co. Big
pineapple at Cartwright-Davi- s
value at twenty cents a can.
Cold storage apples at Cartwright-Davi- s

(Continued
All

From Page Five.)

trains are reported on time this

evening.

Co.

High grade beof pork mutton
Co.
veal at Cartwrlght-Dav- l

and

Ferndell little kerenal sugar

corn,

fifteen cents a can,
Co.

Cartwrlght-Davl-

GREAT NEED OF
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA

s

Territorial

Cartwright-Davi-

Important

Co.

vegetables

Co.

Patent Imperial flour makes good
bread and more loaves to the sack.
Cartwright-Davi- s

Co.

Pineapples are of value as a digesCo., sell a good
tive. Cartwright-Davi- s
sliced
of
pineapple at 20 cents
grade
a can.
s
Water melons at Cartwright-DaviCo.

at

Cartwrlght-Davl-

s

Co.

DUDROW & !V10NTElNlE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
OUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE
Residence, Lincoln Avenue. Night and Sundays. Telephone

35

No. 142.

COAL 1 WOOD
Cerrillos Lump,
Monero Lump,

j

FIVE HUNDRED ARE
COMING FROM VALLEY

Anthracite Furr.ace,
Smithing Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Mixed,

Subject.

o

Meadow Gold Butter Is now selling

at thirty cents

Gives

dara are
Hydrographical
badly
needed concerning: the water courses of the Sunshine Territory and
are
being collected at consider
able expense. Concerning this work
and the
need of It Territorial
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan said
today:
"In nearly all of tne mountains of
New
Mexico there are perennial
streams where there are chances for
development of power and some of
them to quite a large extent.
"Oft times these power
projects
would be beneficial In conserving the
water for Irrigation use below as the
water for power purposes is frequently carried In large pipe linos, thus
reducing the loss of water by evaporation and seepage.
The loss by seep-agfrom the natural bed of these
streams in some cases Is very large
and therefore becomes a very Important factor for consideration in bringing about the greatest development in
our natural water and agricultural resources.
"There has been a number of applications for use of water for power purposes filed in the office of the Territorial Engineer and I am encouraging the use of water for power purposes in cases where the water is
returned to the stream above its use
for Irrigation.
This power can be developed from the water before being
used for irrigation, for the purpose
of developing electricity for lights,
mills, etc., or possibly for pumping a
portion of that same water that went
into underflow, for irrigation again
on lands lower down.
"The need of hydrographic data on
the principal streams cannot he over
estimated in helping to build up our
future development and such data are
now being collected from a score or
more streams In the Territory.

Missouri strawberries at Cartwright-Davi- s
Co.
Sanborn's
Orange Pekoe
Chase
tea is of
blended
Indian and Ceylon
Co.
fine full flavor. Cartwright-Davi- s
and
Teas
&
Sanborn's
Buy Chase
Coffees when you want the biggest
and best value for your money. Cartwright-Davis

Sullivan

at

Co.

s

Engineer

Interesting Interview on This

butter thirty cents a

Meadow Gold
pound, Cartwright-Davi- s
Nice line of fresh

Excursion on Santa Fe Central Railway Tomorrow Will Bring Big
Crowd to Capital City.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

and Northern New Mexico.
Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, of the Smithsonian Institute, Washington, arrived
at Mancos last week and left for the
cliff dweller ruins on the Mesa Verde
the following day. Ho has a force
of about 15 men removing
debris,
ruins for
searching the unexplored
human remains, vessels, implements,
pottery, etc., strengthening the buildings for a permanent museum for displaying to tho public the relics that
may bo found in the various ruins
scattered throughout the Mesa Verde
National Park, just north of tho New
Dr. Fewkes, has
Mexico boundary.
just completed six months' work In
the ruins of the Casa Grande, Arizona.
Professor Byron Cummlngs, of the
University of Utah, will leave Salt
Lake the first week of June for south
eastern Utah, accompanied by a numThe sumber of scientific
mer will be spent In examining the
cliff ruins In that section, concerning
which so little Is known.

Professor Edgar

L.

S.

F. Depot.

Phone No. 35, Office Garfield Avenue,

at

Tie Original

J,

301-30- 3

S.

01

i

Curio Store

Candelario Prop.

DI SflNlTfliPI

We Are After You.

j

I

I

C. W. Dtidrow.

Why swelter over a glowing
range in a stuffy kitchen, when
a new Perfection Wick Blue
will do
Flame Oil Cook-fitov- e
the family cooking without

temperature
raising thenoticeable?

enough to be
By putting a "New Perfection" in and allowing the
range fire to go out, you may

make this summer's kitchen
work not only bearable, but
actually a pleasure. The

MW PBEECTI0R!
Wick Blue Flame 00

FIREMAN CAPTURES
DEADLY RATTLESNAKE

Cook-Stov- e

produces an intense heat under tht kittlt tr in the evtn, but does not radiate
heat in all directions as a coal range does hence is used with comfort on
the hottest summer day. Made in three sizes, and warranted. If not with
your dealer, write our nearest agency.

The ir

D.

at near
lamp perfection u it's pos
sible to get Gives a clear,
brieht light that reaches the farthest corner of a good
Well made throughout of nickeled
sized living-roobrass; perfectly safe and very ornamental. Warranted
in every particular. If not with your dealer, write our

Hewett, director

Institute of
of the Archaeological
America, who Is now In Europe and
Africa, returns to this country the
first of July and, accompanied by a
party numbering 15 or 20 college men
from the large eastern universities,
will go directly to the Pajarlto ruins
in New Mexico, located west of Santa Fe.
Never before has research in tho
cliff dwelling region been planned on
as scientific lines as for the coming
summer. Heretofore, what excavation
has been carried on has been done
whose
principally by curiosity-seeker- s
off
to
was
relics,
carry
only object
with no thought of the scientific or
archaeological value of their discoveries.
. On June 15, excavation
of the ruins
in the St. Elmo Drainage, iMontezuraa
county, Colorado, near the New Mexico boundary will begin.
The work
will be carried on jointly by the Colorado Society of the Archaeological Institute of America, the institute's
school of American archaeology, the
University of Colorado and the Colorado State Historical Society.
At any tlmo during the month of
July, visitors will bo welcomo to In
spect tho ruins and witness the work
in progress. Tho site of the excava
tions is within walking distance from
Holly's ranch in the St. Elmo valley
It can be reached by stago or horse
back In ono and one-hal- f
days from
Mancos and Dolores on the Rio Gran
de railroad.

comes

w

nearest agency.

Continental Oil Company
( Incorporated)

CLEAR WEATHER
FOR TOMORROW
Forecast Indicates the Day Will
all That Can Be Desired
What the Past Has Been

Be

Decoration Day will be properly observed in Santa Fe tomorrow afternoon by a parade to the National Cemetery, services over the graves of federal soldiers, by music, speeches and
the suspension of practically all business.
During the past thirty-siyears, or
since a government weather station
has been located in Santa Fe, it has
rained but thirteen times and but once
was the precipitation so great as to
hinder tho services. This was in 1895
when 1.30 of rain and snow fell. By
this It would seem that the chances
for a clear day tomorrow are exceedingly good.
In 1874 the precipitation was .11 of
an inch; In 1877, .12 of an inch; 1882,
.02 of an inch; 1887, .10 of an inch;
1889, .02 of an Inch; 1892, .05 of an
inch; 1894, .33 of an Inch; 1895, 1.30
of rain and snow; 1896, .04
of an
inch; 1S97, trace; 1898, a trace;
1901, .18 of an inch, and in 1907, 0.40
of an inch of rain accompanying
a
x

Denver and Rio thunderstorm.
Grande Trainmen, Makes Six Foot
CONVICTS
Reptile a Prisoner.

Herbert Husted,

Preparations are being made to entertain five hundred visitors from the
Estancia Valley tomorrow. InformaHerbert Husted, a fireman on the
tion comes from every station on the Denver and Rio Grande
railroad,
Santa Fe Central railway that big del- brought to the city last night one of
egations from each town will come to the largest black diamond rattlethe Capital on the excursion train snakes seen in Santa Fo for some
that is to be run tomorrow on that time. The reptile is six feet long and
The Largest Stock of
The Most Interesting
road. The excursion train will leave has twelve rattles and a button. It
Mexican Drawn Work,
Willard at 7:35 o'clock tomorrow was taken alive on Comanche
hill,
Collection of Indian
Indian Blankets and
morning, arriving In Santa Fe at 11:41 about fifty miles north of Santa Fe.
according to the schedule.
Mr. Husted saw the snake and its
Filigree Jewelry In
Curios in Santa Fe,
This train will be made up of two mate but succeeded in capturing but
United
the
States.
engines, four coaches and two ca- the one.
booses. It will be In charge of ConMr. Husted had rather an unusual
ductor E. E. Friday while S. B. Grim- - experience in bringing the deadly
We sell to all parts of this country and our
shaw, general manager and assistant snake to Santa Fe. He captured it
to the president of the road and J. P. by stunning it with a blow on the
mail order business is greater than that of any
Lyng, city passenger and freight ag- head with a stick. Placing it In the
other establishment in our line in the world.
ent, will accompany It to see that ev- coal tender he kept it quiet by turn
ery want of the excursionists is
tng a stream of cold water on it. This
kept the big fellow quiet for a time
Best Collection of Post Cards
Lowest Prices
Returning to the valley the train but finally it failed to work and in
will leave Santa Fe at 7:30 p. m., desperation Mr. Husted
hot
used
YOU ARE WELCOME TO LOOK AROUND
which will be after the Decoration water.
This had the desired effect
Day services are over. The excursion- for the snake coiled itself under a
ists also will be given an opportunity large lump of coal and remained quiet,
to see the city and Its interesting
The snake may be seen in the
window of the bowling alley on the
sights.
The residents of the valley feel kind oast side of the Plaza.
ly towards Santa Fe because of the
hospitality extended to them on form TO INSTAL POWER
San Francisco Street
Santa Fe, N. M.
er occasions. The hotels and restaurants are preparing for the visitors and
PLANT ON RANCH
Jit is safe to perdlct that nothing will
be left undone to see that the visitors Territorial Engineer Approves Application of George Carl, of
want for nothing. The streets are being decorated by property owners and
.tenants. Young pines are being placed
The application of George Carl, of
at the outer edges of the curbing and
'sidewalks are being swept so that the Alamogordo, Otero county, to con
202 Water Street
Santa Fe, N. M. city will present a pleasing aspect to struct a dam, reservoir, and power
plant on his ranch near Alamogordo,
A modern hospital, equipped for the the valleyites.
was approved this morning by Terri
torial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan.
treatment of medical, surgical and
CALL FOR BIDS.
Mr. Carl proposes to dam Merouchee
obstetrical cases. Rates, $9.00 per
Notice Is hereby given that sealed Springs, a tributary to La Luz canon
week and up.
bids for the erection of a dormitory and from a reservoir ue will construct,
for the New Mexico School of Mines pipe water to a power plant. His apJ. M. DIAZ, Pres.
J. A. ROLLS, Sec.
at Socorro, New Mexico, according to plication does not state for what pur'plans and specifications adopted by pose he proposes to use tho power
the board of trustees of said institu- thus derived. The dam, reservoir, and
tion at a regular meeting held on the power plant will be on his property
LUMBER FOR
20th of May, 1908, will he received by and the source of tue stream on his
'the undersigned at the office of the land.
.BUILDING PURFOSES We want your order for a
Three hundred thousand cubic feet
spring Secretary In Socorro up to 4 p.m. on
suit. In our line of spring and sum- June 5th, each bid to be accompanied of water may be stored In the resercan be had from us in any quantity
voir he proposes to construct and it
and the best quality. It can be had In mer samples will be found the best by a certified check for $150.00 as an
will require 600 feet of pipe to confaith.
of
evidence
good
The
any size desired, but none leaves our examples of the designers art.
water to his power house. The
reduct
The board reserves the right to
yard that Is not ree from warpings, "Naftiest" fashions so much desired
of the water pipe is planned
bids.
all
and
capacity
Our prices by mm of critical taste in dress. The ject any
and other Imperfections.
be 2.08 second feet. The project
to
A. C. ABEYTIA,
please the mose economical builders "Royal" line of samples
formerly
President calls for the expenditure of ten
and contractors. Let us have the favor shown at the Santa Fe haberdashers. Attest:
thousand dollars. Work must be
BROWN,
C.
T.
Secretary.
of a first order from you and we know All old records of measurements of
started by August 1.
former customers carefully preserved
others wflll follow.
and fit and satisfaction absolutely
Headquarters for wedding cards and
Subscribe for the Daily New
guaranteed. This applies to new and announcements, at the New Mexican
and get the news.
Fe.
old customers. The Racket Store.
Printing company, Santa
Near A. T., &

Keep the
Kitchen Cool

From Page Four.)

This Year Promises to Be One of the
C. W. Dudrow returned
Greatest Activity Party Now
yesterday
from a trip to his new saw mill on
Exploring Ruins.
the Arroyo Hondo. The mill Is runThe coming season promises to be
ning dally and has beon for the past
three weeks. From twelve to fourteen otio of very great activity hi archaethousand feet of lumber are cut daily. ological research in the Southwest,
particularly In the Mesa Verde region In Colorado, southwestern Utah

No. 250 San Francisco Street
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market. Telephone No. 49.

GQCEIS,

FRIDAY, MAY 29, 1908.

ESCAPE
FROM ROAD CAMP

OFFICIAL MATTERS
Mineral Survey Ordered.
An order for a government survey
of the Mystery group of mining claims
In the Bald Mountain district in Grait
county, was made this morning by
Surveyor General John W. March,
directed to John C. McKoe, deputy
mineral surveyor.
The group of
claims consist of twenty-twand are
claimed by C. Armory Stevens.
Commissioned Notaries Public.
Two notary public
commissions
were issued by Governor George Curry
this morning, both applicants being
women. They were Issued to Mary B.
Davis, of East Las Vegas, San Miguel
county, and Winifred A. Kllburn, of
Albuquerque, Bernalillo county.
Articles of Incorporation.
A copy of the articles of incorporation of the National Protective Legion, a fraternal insurance order, was
filed in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa this morning. This
order was incorporated under the laws
of New, York. It has no capital stock
and Its purpose is to writ fraternal
insurance. The principal office in New
Mexico is to be located in Santa Fe
and Its local agent Is named as Jaco-bChaves.
Postoffice Established.
A postoffice has been established
at Emberson, Union county, to be
served from Nara Visa, 19 miles to
the south. Gilbert O. Towns has been
o

appointed postmaster.

Postoffice Discontinued.
Fleeing Prisoners From Colorado Take
The
postoffice at Kemp, Bernalillo
In
Mexico
New
Mountains
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after
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date.
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Officers
Trinidad, Colo., May
for 100 miles around are today engaged in a man hunt for three desperate convicts who escaped yesterday
from the state road camp near Stark-ville- ,
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board
easy
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the point where the camp is situated.
New York, May 29. Prime mercanIt Is believed that the convicts caught
31-2Money on call
a westbound train during the night, tile paper
1 4
easy
will
and if they are aprpehended It
New York, May 29. Lead Market
be somewhere in New Mexico.
lake copper-ma- rket
quiet, 432
silver, 53.
quiet, 12
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St. Louis, May
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WOOL MARKET.
South Bend, Ind., May 29. I. A.
St.
Louis, Mo., May 29. Wool-Ma- rket
Gaver, aged twenty-eigh- t
years, arsteady and unchanged.
rested on a charge of burglary, yesterday confessed to having robbed GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, May 29. Wheat May 110
railway exchanges In Indiana, Michiof
July 80
gan, Ohio, Maine and California
Corn May 80l-2- ; July 67
tickets worth $50,000. A reward of
Oats May 53
July 45
$10,000 was offered for Gaver's arrest.
F. C. Donald, treasurer and chairman
Pork May 13.70; July, 13.70.
Lard May 8.47,1-2- ; July 8.52
of the Railway
Ticket Protective
Ribs May 7.27
Bureau, arrived today to lake Gaver
July 7.37
LIVESTOCK.
to Kenton, Ohio, where he will be
Kansas City, May 29. Cattle Retried for robbing the exchange at
Dunkirk, Ohio.
ceipts 3,000, Including 300 southerns.
Market strong. Southern, steers $3.60
southern cows $2.504.50;
6.35;
MAY GET NEW JUDICIAL
feeders $3.405.25; bulls
and
stockers
DISTRICT BILL THROUGH.
western
calves
$3.506.25;
$35;
cows
$3,258?
western
steers $56.50;
Special to The New Mexican.
5.25.
Washington, May 29. Despite the
Market
10,000.
Hogs Receipts
f nbuster of Senator LaFollotte, Dele5 lower. Bulk of sales $5.30
to
weak
gate Andrew succeeded In getting his 5.55; heavy $5.50 5.75
packers
bill establishing a seventh judicial
and butchers $5.355.55; light $5.15
district In New Mexico before the Sen
5.40; pigs $4.254.60.
ate today. The bill was referred to the
Market
5,000.
Sheep Receipts
Sencommittee on Judiciary of which
Muttons $4 4.50; lambs $5.25
steady.
ator Knox, a close friend of Delegate 6.50;
range wethers $3.854.40; fed
Andrews, is a member. It is possi- ewes $3.504.10.
ble that the bill may be passed before
Chicago, May 29. Cattle 1500.
the adjournment of Congress tonight. Market strong. Beeves,
$4.757.30;
Texans, $4.605.65; western, $4.50
The New Mexican Printing company 6.75; stockers and feeders, $3.50
1b prepared to furnish cards de viste
.40; cows1 and heifers, $2.306.10;
tor ladies and for gentlemen on short calves $4. 76 6.25.
notice In first class style at reasonis steady.
Sheep
able prices, either engraved or print- Western $3.605.20; yearlings, $5.50 ,
ed. Call at the New Mexican Printing
6.25; lambs, 4.50i6.70; western's.
$4. 60 8. 70.
company.
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